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The no-show carpet.
Even 10,000,000 people can’t make a carpet of Antron® look worn and dirty.

At Du Pont, we were sure Antron® nylon was the ultimate carpet fiber for any heavy traffic use. But we were absolutely positive after we got the following report from Bonded Services, the maintenance firm at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas:

"The carpeting is wearing like iron. One area has been subjected to approximately 10,000,000 traffics and it has yet to show a single sign of wear.

‘Antron’ has proved highly resistant to the appearance of soil.

The actual cost of maintaining the carpeting versus tile has been at least 40% saving in labor and material. As of this date, we don’t anticipate having to replace the carpet. It might even double our original five-year wear prediction."

Can you have any doubts after this kind of rave? Wherever you’re considering carpet, consider “Antron”. No matter how light, how bright the color, no matter how hard the wear, a carpet of “Antron” will keep looking cleaner, fresher, newer longer than you ever thought possible. If you have any questions, get in touch with us. Du Pont, Contract Carpet Specialist, 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood, Pa. 19096. We’re convinced. Let us convince you.

Antron—the no-show carpet fiber.

Better things for better living
...through chemistry
J-M Stonehenge has a deep-relief surface with the rugged beauty of nature. And Stonehenge has unique virtues of its own. Stonehenge is easily and quickly erected, has superior screw holding ability. Its simple mounting systems mean less labor.

Stonehenge provides uniform strength without extra thickness. Stonehenge can be used in panels up to 4' x 8' in thicknesses as little as 1/4".

Use Stonehenge for facings, spandrels, lobbies, accent panels—anywhere—indoors or out—where you would use natural stone. And many places where natural stone's weight makes it impractical.

For the whole story, write Johns-Manville, Box 290-BI, New York, New York 10016. Cable: Johnmanvil.
Plexiglas® solves skylight design problems

You have a virtually unlimited choice of ready-made, well-designed and highly functional skylights to work with when you specify the one and only time-proved plastic skylight glazing material—Plexiglas acrylic plastic.

Skylight shapes in Plexiglas include domes and pyramids in circles, rectangles and squares. Both single and double domes can be specified in colorless, in light-diffusing white translucent or in solar-controlling transparent bronze and grey tints.

Plexiglas is the only plastic skylight material that has more than a quarter of a century of successful outdoor use to prove its weather and breakage resistance. Its daylight transmitting properties are unsurpassed by other skylight glazing materials.

In addition to standard skylight applications, Plexiglas is used in heat and smoke venting domes, ventilating domes and roof scuttles.

Sizes up to 92” x 92” are available as standards (larger sizes are available on request) from skylight manufacturers across the country. Write for the names of suppliers near you.

Plexiglas is made only by
Cover your windows with a curtain of air.

Get the best degree of comfort in any room.

Design a school. Hospital. Office building. Motel. And Carrier's compact, reheat room terminal can fit into places others can't. Beautifully. With a single duct system. Pinpoint temperature and humidity control. Ideal ventilation. All year.

Cold days, and this terminal actually washes a curtain of warm air up and across the window. And with twice the cfm of ordinary outlets (but quietly). So it beats the drafts before they get moving.

Warm days, and it can blanket a sun-drenched window with cool air. Always reaching the right comfort level. Room by room.

Off-hours, turn off the central fans—and this terminal even works as a gravity convector. Spares discomfort and electric bills.

Steam. Hot water. Electric, UL approved. We have five models for each. Call your Carrier Representative, U.S. or Canada. Or write Carrier, Syracuse, New York 13201. And see how we fit into your plans.

Carrier Air Conditioning Company
The Noonday Sun. It Can Kill a Carpet.

Standing up to the sun means more than just not fading under it. Because sunlight breaks most fibers down. Causes them to disintegrate. Lose their strength.

But there's one fiber that can take it—the sun and all the rest of Nature's forces. (Along with most man-made problems.) It's Acrilan 2000+.

This carpet starts with a fiber—Acrilan acrylic—that's chemically resistant to the sun's ultraviolet rays. And then because there's no dye good enough, we use color pigments. And we add them while it's still a solution.

Solution dyed—color all the way through. Others—color only on surface.

(Before the fiber is a fiber.) That way the color is actually a part of the fiber.

So much so, Monsanto has set 2000 as the minimum rating acceptable on the wet weatherometer test. So no matter how much wear it gets, the color won't wear off. And even the strongest cleaning agents can't bleach the color out.

Acrilan 2000+. It deserves a place in the sun.
In Geneva, Mr. Marti speaks French, Mr. Georgescu English. An unusual product like this superlative master clock will break the language barrier for technicians every time.

The product speaks for itself. Made by the master horologists of Patek Philippe who practically invented time, this super accurate time system is planned, marketed and serviced in the U.S. by the Horological Division of Lewis, who practically invented aircraft instruments.

Now available in a range of models and accuracies up to 1/10,000 of a second per day, the Patek Philippe master clock system has but one degree of reliability . . . the world's finest.

The architects, contractors or owners of any installation that needs accurate time should call us now and save a lot of headaches. For as long as twenty-eight years, four months and twenty-four days, as a matter of fact. Mr. Nicholas is at the other end of 203-729-5253.
IN MIES’ FOOTSTEPS
Forum: How can we thank you—or Mies—for page 37 in your October issue?
When I was an architecture student, I worked at Mies’ for awhile. My most memorable task was to do the “Ausgang” signs for the Berlin Museum. It took us about a month to get it right.
Too many words and too little action are always suspect. Mies preferred to act, but that is not the whole story. After all, architects must do more than build what they have to say. Putting two words together very carefully is as important as putting two bricks together very carefully. Both can be the beginning of architecture.

How could anyone who understands Mies want to build a Mies building? Only Mies could do that—as Walter McQuade, peering into the frosted windows of his taxi [Oct.] at the “blackened magnificence of 880” might agree. After a revelation like that, one might ask how anyone could seek to follow in Mies’ footsteps. Or, how anyone could fail to seek what he sought.

WILLIAM MARLIN
The Perkins & Will Partnership
Chicago

DIES IRAE?
Forum: If the sacristy of St. Mary’s Roman Catholic Cathedral in San Francisco holds 2,600 worshipers, as stated in “Focus” of October, how many, pray, does the nave hold?
ROBERT MUTRUX
Bridgeport, Conn. Fletcher-Thompson

Sorry, we only counted the flower children.—ED.

NOT THE PLAIN OLD STUFF
Forum: I just read the Venturis’ piece on the U.S. Bicentennial [Oct.], which they seem to take rather lightly as an idea.

“Why not place TV along the waiting lines to show you what you would see inside?” they ask.

Ridiculous. An exposition is its own art form, its own excuse. And, I think everyone would be very disappointed if a revitalized black ghetto, a restored historical mansion, and an aged shopkeeper’s renovated store were taken and labeled: THIS IS IT! THIS IS EXPO!

A world’s fair should not try to be a solution in itself. Keep it out of the mundane day-to-day living, changing diapers and hanging out the wash. Keep it out of big-time social renewal.

If a fair is a real end, its real purpose is violated—and its real purpose is to be a sparkling something to last for six months and be something to go for, some future that is not here yet, something bright and blessedly detached from the neon signs, the black revolt, the plain old stuff of America.
MICHAEL KRESKI
Rhode Island School of Design
Providence, R. I.

THE BIG LITTLE MAGAZINE

DAVID R. GODSCHALK
Editor
Journal of the American Institute of Planners
Chapel Hill, N. C.

P.S. At this point we must acknowledge an error on our part in that same book review: Bernard Hotzli, mentioned in the review, was named Hoosh.—ED.

AN ACTIVE INTEREST
Forum: For some time you have kindly sent to me issues of what I have always considered to be the finest architectural publication.

At 95 years of age, I have, this month, terminated my daily attendance at the office. So, as I am no longer a consultant, I presume I am not entitled to receive further issues. But I shall miss the sequence of architectural events.

ARTHUR PRICE
Salt Lake City

It seems to us that Mr. Price is as active a registered architect as we can find anywhere, and he will, therefore, continue to receive the Forum—with our appreciation for his interest in our publication.—ED.

Cordley manufacturing more than 50 types and styles of water coolers in a complete range of capacities—to give you greater freedom of choice in meeting application requirements. Choose from conventional or compact floor style coolers for flush-to-the-wall or away-from-the-wall installations. Versatile, self-contained wall-hung models provide highly efficient off-the-floor applications. Beautifully styled semi-recessed units create a custom-built-in look. Compartment coolers offer over one cubic foot of refrigerated storage space. Packaged water chillers can be installed anywhere to serve remote fountains or supply cool water for commercial and industrial processing applications.

Drinking water anywhere... there’s a Cordley Cooler that fits!

CORDLEY
799 ROOSEVELT RD., BUILDING 4, SUITE 20
GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS, 60137

You’ll find detailed specifications on the complete line of Cordley quality water coolers in Sweet’s Architectural File. Or, we will send you a copy of our new catalog C-161.

Showcase for Mayari R Weathering Steel panels

Denver's new $7 million exhibition hall features an exterior of weathering steel panels and an unusual structural steel space frame that is visible from both the interior and exterior of the building.

About 60,000 sq ft of cold-rolled 18 gage Bethlehem Mayari R weathering steel, in panels 10 ft wide and 30 ft high and suspended from the frame, form the striking exterior curtain wall.

The light, strong, richly textured weathering steel adds warmth and beauty to the structure. Tall slender windows pierce the walls, above which elements of the interior space frame are visible. The wall panels are constructed as sandwich sections, with weathering steel on the outside, painted steel paneling inside, and insulation in between. Bethlehem Mayari R takes on deep russet tones as it ages, developing a dense protective oxide coating.

The convention hall will have an exhibit area with 100,000 sq ft of completely column-free space because of the unusual space frame roof design. This system is one of inverted steel pyramids fabricated
from some 48,000 L-shaped structural sections, combining carbon steel with high-strength, low-alloy steels for extra strength and less weight.

The spaces in the roof structure are utilized for handling air-conditioning ducts and the building’s electrical system. Painted white, the exposed space frame contrasts with the rich tones of the weathering steel panels below.

Our new booklet discusses weathering steel in detail, both as to design potentials and properties. A copy of the booklet can be obtained from the Sales Engineer in the nearest Bethlehem sales office, or write to Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.
Use The NEW MicroFlex®

Type MA Soldering Flux

This new Stainless Steel Soldering Flux makes all other stainless steel soldering procedures obsolete.

Requires less installation time • wide temperature tolerances • assures permanent bond • flux deactivates after clean water wash • does not discolor • shop and field tests support all claims, including cost savings.

Type MA soldering flux is another application of Washington Steel's continuing dedication to research and development of stainless steel technology. It follows such company "firsts" as the use of the wide Sendzimir mill for precision rolling of sophisticated metals, the development of the controlled bottom pressure pouring of stainless steel slabs, and the manufacture of Microflex, the original soft stainless steel.

Developed under the guidance of Washington Steel Corporation, MicroFlex Type MA Soldering Flux is manufactured and marketed by Lake Chemical Company, Inc. An appropriate patent application has been filed and is pending.

Use MicroFlex Type MA soldering flux on your next stainless steel installation or fabrication.

Free samples and full information are available upon request to:

WASHINGTON STEEL CORPORATION
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA 15301
Plants: Houston and Washington, Pennsylvania; Detroit, Michigan
Subsidiary: Calstrip Steel Corporation, Los Angeles, California

You talk "zoning" with your client when you plan lighting, heating, air conditioning, and the flow of materials, production and people. We talk "zoning" when helping you design internal communications to attain maximum efficiency in the free flow of vital information.

Zoning is a planning concept. It has proven to be the most effective way to provide for all the specialized needs of various people and departments in a completely integrated communications system.

WE CALL IT "ZONED" COMMUNICATIONS

PROVIDES CONVENIENT EXTRAS It may be as simple as a conversation between two people or as complex as a group conference. It may also include paging, time and emergency signals, and music distribution. Requirements for private conversation, hands-free operation, remote answering, direct or automatic dial connection can all be met with Teletalk equipment.

WIDEST CHOICE OF SYSTEMS You have a choice of Teletalk® loudspeaking intercom, private and automatic dial equipment, and sound. They may be used in combination in a zoned network to provide the best communications tool for each zone.

EXPERT COUNSEL Only Webster offers such a variety of methods and such a full range of special features. Only Webster, too, offers such expert counsel. Webster consultants are highly skilled at planning and installing communications systems tailored to meet the immediate and future needs of business and professional offices, industry, schools and churches.

Teletalk — Reg. T.M. of Webster Electric Co., Inc. for communications equipment.

GET ALL THE FACTS Send coupon for the new "ZONED COMMUNICATIONS" brochure. Or, call your Webster Distributor. Either way, there's no obligation, of course.

*See Yellow Pages — "Intercommunication Equipment"

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
RACINE, WISCONSIN 53405
subsidiary of Sta-Rite Industries, Inc.
Haws smartly designed drinking fountains fit a wide world of architectural shapes. Grace a landscape or harmonize an interior today with a unique Haws design. Write for your free catalog now.

- Haws Drinking Faucet Company, 1441 Fourth St., Berkeley, Calif. 94710.

The Aquasphere Capillary attraction holds water to the surface of the aluminum alloy sphere. Water disappears inside pedestal of rugged fiberglass and resin composition. Separate pushbuttons operate the two drinking bubblers, concealed and protected beneath the shelf of the sphere.

Haws Drinking Fountains

drinking fountains and faucets, water coolers and decontamination equipment.
THE NEW PPG
HEATED TWINDOW™ UNIT.
REMEMBER IT.

IT’S GOING TO MAKE A
LOT OF BUILDINGS OBSOLETE.

It’s a remarkable window that can eliminate peripheral
heating systems; eliminate downdrafts, fogging, frosting
and condensation; cut heating and air conditioning
costs; and stay cleaner longer.

All you do is plug it in.

For information about this remark­
able new window for custom instal­
lations, write for our new booklet.
Mr. George Catlin, PPG Industries, Inc.,
One Gateway Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
TRAINING THE UNSKILLED MINORITIES ISN’T JUST FOR GIANTS

A summary of corporate programs designed to help alleviate urban social problems.
A workbook of ideas to help you plan your company’s investment in the future of our cities.

This workbook of ideas shows what smaller companies can do, too...

Kendall Manufacturing Co. learned that it is easier for a small company to teach the unskilled than a large manufacturer. In a small plant, says President Lowell Kendall, the unskilled trainee has the opportunity to work alongside an experienced worker. In a large plant, classroom instruction is mandatory.

The Crouse-Hinds Co. offers “off-the-job” training to employees so that they can qualify for better positions as openings occur.

Oxford Chemicals feels a smaller firm like itself is in a better position to attract and train hard-core unemployables because they feel it is hard to compete within a large corporation. Oxford finances its own training program, sending employees to school at night. Each trainee is assigned to a trainer of the same ethnic group.

These and 70 other case histories illustrating how business big and small is helping to solve the crisis in our cities are in the new booklet “Solving the Crisis in Our Cities...Report to Business No. 2.” Use the coupon to get your copy.

There’s no profit in poverty. Advertising contributed for the public good

American Business Press, Inc.
205 E. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 10017
PLEASE SEND A COPY OF “SOLVING THE CRISIS IN OUR CITIES REPORT TO BUSINESS NO. 2” TO:

NAME:

FIRM:

CITY:

STATE: ZIP:

We're known as difficult people.

O.K., maybe you're not planning a Coney Island in the clouds. Even so, you might be interested in a customized, prefabricated, aluminum pool. Completely pre-tested, it's the perfect watering spot for hotels, apartments, schools and the like.

This design includes a full perimeter, recirculation system; a nonskid coping ledge and overflow gutter; fade-resistant coating; and—best of all—a watertight warranty against leaking. This pool is faster and easier to assemble, and will resist corrosion better than any other. It'll never require grouting or sealants or caulking because it's welded. And it'll never be affected by the weather.

The design is completely adaptable to all known, and probably a few unknown, specifications. We like to think we can do almost anything when it comes to metal fabrication.

To get in the swim, contact Overly Manufacturing Company, Architectural Metals Division, Department 1M, Greensburg, Pa. 15601.
a thing of beauty is a joy...

PL-F Acrylic Standard Frameless will go on looking and performing like the cool, calculated beauty that it is, indefinitely. Because it is plaskolite.

Many years from now PL-F Acrylic will have lost none of its efficiency and retained all of its glare reducing power and uniform distribution. Structural integrity and beauty will not have changed in any way. plaskolite frameless lenses are made to please and perform for a long, long time. In terms of esthetics, performance and dollars, let us show you why PL-F Acrylic Standard Frameless should be specified now.

PL-F Acrylic Standard Frameless

Send for specification/design data today.
How San Lorenzo lost its marble

The Basilica San Lorenzo in Florence houses some of Michelangelo's finest sculpture, but the exterior is plain. Many of the medieval Christian churches still standing in Italy are drab masonry structures that seem to demonstrate the builder's unconcern for earthly splendor. Yet the early Christian architects were as sensitive to architectural beauty as any before or since. Their buildings were originally clad in sparkling marble, but as the power of the city-state grew to rival that of the Church, this marble was stripped away by various princes who wanted its dignity and luster for their own dwellings.

The enduring beauty of marble is more important than ever to the contemporary building owner who must consider maintenance cost and resistance to air pollutants as well as the initial beauty of his structure.

Shouldn't your building be a thing of lasting beauty? Shouldn't it be marble?

Revolutionary new fabricating methods and erection systems have lowered the cost of marble and dramatically increased its versatility. These innovations are described in a series of brochures, which are yours for the asking.

Georgia Marble Company

COAST-TO-COAST CONSULTING SERVICE—Our engineers stand ready to assist you any time anywhere on any project involving marble or limestone. A phone call will put one of our men across the desk from you in a matter of hours. Phone 404/688-2861.
What a difference the Seal makes...

THIOKOL'S SEAL OF SECURITY means that the sealant product wearing it is supported by the industry's first and only full-service quality assurance program.

When you choose sealant with the Seal of Security on the label, you choose total weatherproofing protection.

The Seal symbolizes a Thiokol leadership program to raise sealant quality...to keep it at a level pacing or exceeding environmental service requirements of joints and building materials.

Behind the Seal lies a new standard of excellence for joint sealants established by Thiokol, extending professionally accepted specifications and supported by a monitoring program aimed at continuity of quality. Materials both from production runs and random selection at job sites are lab tested on a regular basis for conformance. Only compounds based on LP® polysulfide polymer meeting the standard earn the Seal. Only those maintaining standard keep the Seal.

The materials must provide steel-grip bonding, rubbery flexibility, highest resistance to weather, wear, and aging...must be capable of weatherproofing totally all joints, in all climates, under all service conditions, on a long-term basis. That's the difference the Seal makes. Get the facts. Write Thiokol.

Only LP® polymer based sealant offers assurance of quality—for new and remedial work

Thiokol
CHEMICAL CORPORATION
780 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton, New Jersey, 08607
Senator Eugene McCarthy said recently that the Administration’s embarrassments in the Mississippi school desegregation case and the Haynsworth appointment—when viewed as the so-called “Southern Strategy”—could be likened to the “forward fumble,” a consciously executed play at a college he knew, in which someone was always positioned to retrieve the football. If it continues, he said, it might soon add up to a “first down.”

The Administration, by Executive Order, has introduced a new football into play: the so-called “Philadelphia Plan,” which sets “guidelines,” as opposed to outlawed “quotas,” for the stepped-up hiring of minority building trades workers. Many, of course, cheer this development.

Skeptics, however, convinced that the “Southern Strategy” is the name of the game, view it as a diversion, or worse, a more Machiavellian version of the same, in which the Supreme Court is expected to receive the ball, and to throw it out of the park.

Lined up in opposition to the plan are the A.F.L.-C.I.O.; the General Building Contractors Association; the Administration’s own Comptroller General Elmer B. Staats, who once said he was prepared to withhold payments from contractors who complied; Bayard Rustin, president of the A. Philip Randolph Institute; Senator Sam Ervin (Dem., N.C.), chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of Powers.

Meanwhile, one wide open hole appears in those “guidelines” for the fumble retrievers: a contractor can be excused from complying with the hiring goals if he can show a “good faith effort” to meet his goal. “Good faith” could be to building what “all deliberate speed” was to education for 15 years.

VOLPE AT TUFTS

Early last month a cordon of 125 policemen sealed off the construction site of a $2-million dormitory under construction at Tufts University in Medford, Mass., as some 400 students peacefully protested the alleged discriminatory hiring practices of the Volpe Construction Co. of Maklen, Mass., headed by DOT Secretary Volpe’s brother.

The company was employing five blacks and two Puerto Ricans out of 104 workers and, even before the student protests, the university had gone to court to obtain a declaratory judgment as to whether the company was complying with existing civil rights legislation.

The Volpe company promptly promised to hire five and possibly eight more minority-group workers. The Federal Civil Rights Commission’s advisory committee for Massachusetts asked the company to publish a list of jobs available until Christmas, and called for federal and state mediators in the dispute.

CHICAGO STIGMATA

Architect William E. Hartmann, who persuaded Picasso to create Chicago’s landmark sculpture in the Civic Center Plaza, is upset over the “utter disrespect for culture” displayed recently by construction workers protesting a federal inquiry into alleged racial discrimination in their unions. They climbed over the lady’s face (below) and left deep scars in the self-oxidizing steel.

In the two years of her life, the lady has distilled a rusty patina from the elements and watched inscrutably as the plaza became a soapbox for everyone from Yippies to space heroes. Now, two deep yellowish trails run from her eyes to her nose, and who it is she appears to be weeping for may depend on where you stand politically.
SABIN WOMEN
Theater acousticians please take note:
University of California Physicist Vern O. Knudsen recently gathered ten miniskirted secretaries into his acoustics reverberation chamber (it's not what you think) and fired off a pistol. He did this in order to test their Sabin count (a unit of acoustic absorption named after sound pioneer Wallace C. W. Sabine). A low sabin count means low absorption, high reflection.

When compared with a similar test made, under the same conditions, but in pre-miniskirt 1966, it was revealed that high-skirted ladies absorb less but give off a lot more vibrations than they used to.

Which may explain the fact that no one we know has ever complained about not being able to hear at Oh! Calcutta!

PAIN’S NEW THRESHOLDS
The Thailand elephants at London's Safari Park Zoo (below) are earmuffed because they panic, when unprotected, from the roar of a nearby jetport. Elsewhere, the U.S. Air Force is studying claims by mink ranchers that minks, in a similar fashion, absorb less but give off a lot more vibrations than they used to. (The Thailand elephants at London's Safari Park Zoo (below) are earmuffed because they panic, when unprotected, from the roar of a nearby jetport.)

One noise expert, John M. Hundley, writes: "Symptoms of hypertension, vertigo, hallucination, paranoia and, on occasion, suicidal and homicidal impulses, have been blamed on excessive noise..." But he is talking about man, not minks.

The Federal Aviation Administration last month announced new noise-abatement standards for commercial jetliners, authorized by law last year. The new rules apply immediately to the jumbo jets—Lockheed 1011, Douglas DC10, and Boeing 747—scheduled to begin service early next year, but do not apply to jets now in service.

But since the law was passed, the industry, prodded by the FAA, has been gearing its jumbo engines to actually produce less noise than the present turbofan types, to achieve a permissible noise level, now set at 108 EPNLDB (Effective Perceived Noise Level Decibels). But not only elephants wear earmuffs. The Labor Dept. this year has established 90 decibels as the maximum, continuous, eight-hour din permissible in industry. Companies may comply by muffling their noise at the source, or by earmuffing their employees. The Ford Motor Company reports that less than 50 per cent of workers who should wear earmuffs do, apparently in the belief that gradually deteriorating hearing is nature's way of protecting them.

HOUSING
ONE-FOR-ONE IN THE CORE
According to one report, 100,000 dwelling units in New York City were abandoned in the period 1965-1968. In the same time period, building permits issued for private, city- and state-aided Mitchell-Lama, and public housing averaged 15,000 units per year. (The actual number built may be closer to 15,000 for the whole period.) The vacancy rate is an astonishing 1 per cent, though Manhattan’s population, since 1960 is down 190,000, while the surrounding boroughs and suburbs have mushroomed (Rockland and Suffolk counties by over 50 per cent). And it has been estimated that for every black who moves into the city, three whites move out.

The $4.9-billion housing bill passed in the last week of October by the House contains a provision that could help to correct one imbalance, while helping to perpetuate another. It provides that for every low- and middle-income dwelling unit torn down in slum areas for urban renewal, a new one must be built in the same area. (It does not require that the old residents be provid-

Getting Tough
Two laws go into effect in California on January 1 dealing forcefully with (1) restrictive building codes and (2) heretofore unrestricted water pollution.

• Assembly Bill 1971, in effect, circumvents local building codes by permitting industrialized housing to be inspected at the factory by state inspectors according to a uniform, detailed state code. Local codes would apply only to on-site utilities hook-ups.

Above is a prototype of one such building system that state officials are hoping will help solve their housing problems. It consists entirely of 12-ft. panels of reinforced plexiglass (except for the windows), joined structurally by adhesive bonding and "very few" fasteners; and it is said to be fire- and earthquake-proof.

The builders consider their initial market to be among Indians living in San Diego County. The prototype and the manufacturing facility are on the Rincon Reservation, where adequate housing is in short supply and the labor pool abundant.

The three-bedroom house, selling for $10,000, contains 1,700 sq. ft. of space, including a two-car garage, and is allegedly styled to Indian tastes: the walls are "simulated adobe," the roof, "simulated Spanish tiles." Inside is a "simulated open-beam" ceiling (above). The door is made to look like carved Spanish oak. ("The Indians want just what you and I want," said a company spokesman.) Actually, we prefer simulated plexiglass.
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act empowers regional water quality boards to refer polluters directly to the state attorney general's office for prosecution, and permits fines of up to $6,000 a day for violators. The Courts may also order communities who continue to pollute their waters to stop issuing building permits that would add new toilets or industrial facilities to existing sewage lines.

A first test of what is called the toughest water pollution law in the country may come in San Francisco, where city officials have been ordered by the Bay Area water quality board to produce, by December 31, a schedule of plans for eliminating pollution from two of its sewage treatment plants.

THE INVISIBILITY MEN

A growing "discipline" in the field of architecture is the structuring of imaginary space. Pioneers of this movement include Friedrich St. Florian and Raimund Abraham, both professors of architecture at the Rhode Island School of Design, and black artist Rockne Krebs, who was recently represented at an exhibit at Washington, D.C.'s Corcoran Gallery.

St. Florian, whose ideas about imaginary space stemmed from his visualizations of airplane holding patterns, created a "room" (for the Museum of Modern Art in New York City as a group of radical artists taped a list of demands to a clean white gallery wall, having removed Kasimir Malevich's "Suprematist Composition: White on White." Two representatives of the MOMA appeared to receive the demands. And everybody shook hands all around.

"Why did you choose a Malevich?" said Wilder Green, director of exhibitions.

"It was a revolutionary work," said the Guerrilla Art Action Group representative.

"You made a good choice," said Green.

"Thank you for not damaging the painting," said Green, who then promised to relay the "Manifesto" to the museum's board of trustees.

"We demand," said the Manifesto, "that the MOMA (1) sell the equivalent of $1 million worth of art works... and that the money be given to the poor... without any interference or attached conditions... (2) decentralize its powers structure to a point of communization... (3) be closed until the end of the war in Vietnam."

Numbers (1) and (2), said Green, were unlikely to be met. As for number (3), he couldn't say, the board would have to decide. And everybody shook hands all around.

Revolution just ain't what it used to be.

BITS OF BOBBY'S DREAM

The babel of kids clambering over a steel play structure nearly drowned out the speakers as community, city, and state leaders unveiled the first tangible products of a program to rejuvenate Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood (Apr. '68 issue) -- a program initiated almost three years ago by the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy. The noise of happy kids was a fitting accompaniment for the ceremony, which took place in a prototype "street park" (below) -- a quarter-acre plaza set smack across the middle of one of the area's two broad, too-straight avenues.

The street park -- a gift of the Astor Foundation -- is on one of two city blocks where the street itself has been redesigned by...
Architects I. M. Pei & Partners and Landscape Architects M. Paul Friedberg & Associates. Automobile traffic, which has more space than it needs in Bedford-Stuyvesant, stops completely at the street park. At either end of the park, traffic loops around an island of parking in the center of the 70-ft.-wide right-of-way. Inside the car-free area, besides the steel play environment, are trees, seating, and an "urban stream," which runs 100 ft. through a series of concrete troughs and basins.

On the next block, also redesigned by the same team, a modest amount of planting and play space has been added, without closing off the flow of traffic; cars are merely slowed down by a slight variation in street level and paving material. Pei estimates that two out of three of Bedford-Stuyvesant's 653 city blocks could be redeveloped in this way without seriously impeding traffic flow.

The ceremony at the street park toppled off a tour of refurbished housing and new black enterprises in the area by organizers and backers of the program. Among them were Senator Kennedy's widow, Ethel, who has taken his place as a director of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Development and Services Corporation, which lines up support from outside the community for projects carried out by the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation, a neighborhood group.

After the tour, Mrs. Kennedy seemed gratified: "It was Bobby's dream, and it's coming true."

But it is coming true in pitifully small installments, at a painfully slow pace. For most of Bedford-Stuyvesant's 500,000 residents, Bobby's dream is still just a dream.

SEQUELS
WHAT'S HAPPENING . . .

Here, briefly noted, are developments on a variety of projects reported in these columns in the recent past:

- The Senate voted down a House-passed appropriation that would have set in motion plans to extend the West Front of the nation's Capitol (November issue), but approved $250,000 for a feasibility study to restore the last remaining portions of the original structure. It must now be resolved in joint conference.

- Conservationists, led by Architect Robert Alexander, lost their fight last month to keep the city of Los Angeles from bulldozing a part of the Central Library park that includes three terraced reflecting pools and 20 cypress trees (October issue). These (above) will be blacktopped for parking space.

- San Francisco's Board of Supervisors, while not rescinding their former resolution approving "in principle" Lamar Hunt's scheme for Alcatraz Island (Nov. issue), agreed to extend the deadline for proposals to January 31, and to cooperate with the Department of Interior, which is considering the island as a possible park or wildlife preserve.

- People's Park, once Berkeley, Calif.'s most coveted piece of real estate (July/Aug. issue), is now a no-man's land. Following the violent eviction of street people last spring and the Board of Regents' decision to build student housing on the site, the university has offered the land for interim use to a nonprofit black corporation sponsored by the OEO—"We wouldn't take it for a billion dollars"—and the university's Inter-Fraternity Council, which voted 30 to 1 not to use it for intramural activities. As for the architects approached to design the student housing, "none of them will touch it," said one administrator.

By setting the Brown University Graduate Center in a landscaped moat, Architects Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott have preserved the scale of a 19th-century neighborhood.
College Hill in Providence, R.I., has perhaps the handsomest collection of 18th- and 19th-century houses in the country, running up the west slope from the waterfront to the Brown University campus at the summit (Jan. '60 issue). The university has done remarkably little violence to the area; most of its expansion has been to the east, down the back slope of the hill. The Graduate Center by Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott is one of the latest additions in this direction. It stands at a campus-community boundary, with fine old houses to the west and south, unpretentious later houses to the east, and modest-scaled Neo-Georgian dormitories to the north.

The program for the center packed a lot onto its two-acre site: quarters for 445 students (men and women), four faculty apartments, dining and recreation facilities, a conference center, and offices for the graduate school administration, which had never had a home of its own.

To keep the complex from overwhelming neighboring houses, the architects divided it into five buildings, each subdivided visually by closely spaced projections and recesses. But the most radical step they took was to carve out a sunken garden—roughly level with the downhill corner of the site—in which the buildings stand.

Setting the center below street level was a deft way to make medium-rise buildings workable without elevators. A walkway system taking off from the high northwest corner of the site—at the approach from the main campus—meets the six-story dormitories at third-floor level. The walkways follow a master plan proposal by Sasaki, Dawson & DeMay for a continuous elevated circulation system along this slope of the hill—a plan that is not being followed consistently in other current projects.

Even here the scheme of raising circulation above the ground plane has suffered setbacks. In an effort to cut excavating costs after construction bids came in, the entire complex was raised six feet. That put the garden at the east entrance to the center just at the level of the street. Instead of being channeled over a low bridge, the unexpected flow of traffic from this side now disperses, tramping out muddy paths across the garden.
The commons building at the core of the Brown Graduate Center is literally built around the main elevated walkway. At walkway level it is merely a glassed-in lobby, with an information desk, mail boxes, and a small seating area. Above that is a projecting band of offices surrounding the central light well. Below the light well is a grand stair (bottom photos, left and middle) leading down to the cafeteria, which projects out over the gardens (top photo) and extends east under the walkway. A skylighted portion here can be closed off as a private dining room.

On the bottom level of the building is a low, secluded lounge, with a cave-like “pub” adjoining it. Under the east end of the walkway is a two-story space for conferences, receptions, and recitals. Designed to accommodate all-day meetings, the room has a dining mezzanine at cafeteria level and adjoining seminar rooms at the lower level.

The cast-in-place concrete structure of the commons building has been left exposed wherever possible. Lighting and mechanical equipment—with no ceilings to hide them—have been pointedly articulated.

The brashest pieces of exposed mechanical equipment are the snorkel-like air diffusers that rise from slots in the lobby floor (photos, bottom left and middle). These black-painted steel ducts expand at the top to accommodate air grilles and lighting aimed at the low ceilings above the entrances.

A more complex integration of mechanical equipment with other components occurs in the black-painted steel “boxes” attached to the cantilevered slabs of the cafeteria bay (top photo). These square, insulated tubes house ducts and grilles for supply and return air, and also support the glass walls. Because they extend from slightly below floor level to above the ceiling, the vast sheets of glass appear almost to float free of the structure. A steel railing at the edge of the floor slab stops chairs and people almost two feet inside the glass, reducing wear and tear on the curtains and finger smudges on the glass itself. Considerations like this may seem finicky, but the consequences of ignoring them are obvious in too many other buildings.
The student quarters are in four similar “walk-up, walk-down” structures—six-story buildings which are entered at third-floor level so that elevators are not needed. Four to six single rooms are grouped along each of the corridors that radiate from the central scissor stairs.

The convolutions of the exterior walls are based on the shape of the single room, which was thoroughly restudied by the architects. The notched plan allows the rooms to interlock (reducing corridor length) and yields several possible furniture layouts within a 120-sq.-ft. area.

All of the rooms have identical precast concrete window walls, meticulously shaped to fill many needs. As originally designed (sketch, right) the panels had a narrow strip of glass at the ceiling, through which ceiling and wall planes appeared to pass. The band of glass at conventional window height was interrupted by an operable casement window, set in a recess so that a window washer could reach all exterior glass surfaces. Sunlight was controlled by interior shutters over the casement and pivoting baffles in front of the fixed panes. The baffles would also have kept residents from using the air diffuser unit below the window as a shelf; instead they were offered two shelves cast into the concrete.

Because every convolution of the wall had a purpose, it was particularly vulnerable to last-minute changes in the name of economy. Now that the interior blinds and baffles have been replaced with a curtain, and the casement replaced by one hinged sash, air circulation is blocked, window washing is a challenge, and student belongings are piled on the air grilles.

Like the window wall, the circulation system may have been too carefully worked out to meet specific requirements. It makes sense for a resident going to his room from outside the complex. But to reach the cafeteria, the resident of a lower floor is asked to go upstairs, outside, then downstairs again. What he does, in fact, is to go out at ground level and cross the garden.

Aside from last-minute design changes and traffic short-circuits, however, the center is a remarkably civilized way to house 445 adult students on two acres of garden—and a sensitive addition to College Hill.
"Community participation" in planning is either required by regulation or demanded by community groups themselves in an increasing proportion of our re-development programs. But how do the community groups go about participating?

The workbook prepared for the state of New Jersey by the Research Center for Urban and Environmental Planning at Princeton University may provide a comprehensive answer. It is the first serious effort to give community participants a tool for understanding planning.

“Our political system depends on interest groups knowing what their own self-interest is and fighting for it,” says Bernard P. Spring, director of the research team that produced the workbook. “New groups are stepping forward to be heard, but too often they can express only vague demands or emotional reactions. We want to help them say something that is not just rhetorical.”

The opening paragraphs of the 592-page workbook spell out its purpose in its own, remarkably clear terms: “The Planning and Design Workbook is for people who want to take action to make a better life in their community and in their housing. You can use the instructions and information in this book to help you decide what changes you would like to make . . .

“When you use the Workbook, you will be able . . . to make concrete and detailed proposals which describe the specific changes you believe are needed. You will be able to work more effectively with the many officials and professionals who are involved in carrying out any proposal for change.”

One thing the workbook does not promise the community, Spring emphasizes, is a key to tapping federal funds or cutting through red tape. Beyond referring to available lists of programs, says Spring, “there is no magic in knowing the ropes.” A concrete program backed by a knowledgeable constituency, he maintains, offers the best chance for obtaining funds.

New Jersey’s Commissioner of Community Affairs, Paul Ylvisaker, initiated the workbook project because he was concerned about the failure of many local groups to deal with real issues. Too often the groups formed to establish planning objectives never got beyond questions of pecking order within the group. A device was needed that would direct their attention to more productive ends.

The scope of planning effort covered by this device was determined only as work proceeded on it. The major area to be covered was housing design, but many groups were concerned with areas larger than the single housing development, and this larger scale of planning is included as “community activity planning.” Specific facilities other than housing—schools, parks, etc.—are not covered in the workbook, but similar devices for planning them are being developed at City College of New York, where Spring is now dean of architecture.

As the workbook progressed, the researchers checked out various approaches with actual community groups in Newark, Trenton and Hoboken. Through these exchanges they learned, for instance, what kind of drawings the participants could understand best. Meanwhile, seminars were held at Princeton, where community leaders, government officials, and other professionals (not planners) met periodically for several months in simulated community meetings. From these sessions, much was learned about how issues can be resolved in such meetings.

Four volumes, looseleaf

The result of this process is a document in the form of 592 looseleaf pages. It can be divided—should be divided—into four virtually self-contained parts:

- a “how-to-use-it” introductory section, which also contains much supplementary material of a kind usually found in an appendix;
- a “community activity planning” section;
- a “site planning” section;
- a “dwelling unit” section.

No community group is expected to use all of these parts at once. For this reason, much of the material in the last three parts is repetitive; only the most involved procedures are converted separately in Part I.

Although every facet of the process is explained in layman’s terms, the workbook recognizes that the group will probably have some kind of trained adviser—whether technical assistant or professional consultant.

The workbook also recognizes that the community group is not
VISUAL INDEX OF TYPICAL SITE-PLANNING ALTERNATIVES (see page 37).
planning in a vacuum. There are reminders that any plans must be reconciled with those of adjoining communities, the city, and the region. In fact the procedure could be just as useful for analyzing and responding to plans from other sources as it is for initiating proposals.

**Steps toward a plan**

The decision-making method spelled out in the workbook has been carefully adapted to the needs of interested laymen meeting in groups (ideally groups of 25 to 30, and no larger than 50). The method used in all parts involves the same basic steps: determining issues, deciding on policies, setting priorities, preparing alternative plans, evaluating them, and selecting a final plan. It is made clear that the order of steps can be altered, that some steps can be left out or varied—or turned over to outside professionals.

Underlying this method is a recognition that the planning process is generally not linear, but "iterative"—that it is often useful or necessary to go back and reconsider earlier steps.

The object of the method is to resolve conflicts between needs and resources—or between interest groups that represent these needs and resources. It is made clear that no solution will satisfy all demands—that priorities must be established and some objectives traded off against others—or against the factor of time.

Architects will recognize this method as the one they have been following all along, whether they have realized it or not. But several adjustments have been made in this established method to make it more effective for community groups. For instance, the risk that any member will stake his position on a single decision—treat it as a vote of confidence—has been minimized by encouraging the group to take up a large number of issues; that way, none is likely to be magnified out of proportion, and many trade-offs are possible.

Another important adjustment is that no question ever calls for the answer, "That depends." Each decision is treated as an independent one, even though it may have to be reversed later, should conflicts appear in the physical plan. At that point, the group will have a clear record of both its original decision and the reasons for changing it.

In each of the planning parts of the book (after the introductory Part I), the process begins with identifying issues ("What problems do you want to work on?") and agreeing on policies for each ("What actions do you want to take to solve your problems?"). A list of sample issues—extensive but not closed—is provided, along with alternative policies for each, and some indication of "results" to be expected from each (top right). The group is then asked to assign priorities to their policies ("How important is each of the actions you wish to take?")

Next, they are invited to consider a selection of planning solutions—"(How have other groups tried to solve the same problems you are working on?)" These representative solutions—skillfully abstracted so that they can be compared—are presented in sections frankly labeled "catalogues" (right, page 37, and page 39). For the most part, the catalogue entries are the same prototype solutions that planners and architects carry—or ought to carry—in their heads.

After considering the pros and cons of catalogue examples, the group is asked to prepare a proposal and analyze it and then, if they deem it necessary, to draw up alternative proposals and evaluate them before making a final selection. They are not encouraged to draw up several alternatives in the first place as professionals often do; only after the experience of working out an initial scheme do they go on to consider other possibilities.

In the last two parts, the workbook introduces another set of determinants called "standards." These are, as the workbook defines them: "Some features of any planning or design proposal that are not considered matters of choice in the United States at this time." They include, along with pertinent federal and state regulations, a parallel list of customary or advisable rules. The recommendation "Have the smallest possible number of crossings between pedestrian and vehicular streets" for instance, appears next to the FHA regulation. "Driveways shall enter public streets at safe locations."

As the scale of the problem narrows, the number of features "not considered matters of choice" increases at the expense of the open "issues." In the

**COMMUNITY PLANNING**

The largest scale of planning taken up is called "community activity planning" in the workbook to emphasize that it concerns distribution of functions, not structures as such. Using a kit of materials provided with the workbook, the group can draw up plans on acetate sheets over a base map of existing conditions, then examine several types of plans at the same time on a back-lit easel (sketches, left).

Before beginning to plan, the group considers issues and policies, then sets priorities. A number of "sample issues" is analyzed in the workbook (right), but neither the issues taken up, nor the policies and possible results, are meant to be exhaustive.

The "catalogue" for community activities planning shows a number of basic ways in which housing, shopping, and outdoor recreation space can be arranged. The drawings at right show—in sketch, map, and aerial perspective form—a fine-grained mixture of high and low housing with community facilities.

Another basic community plan shows highrise residential buildings concentrated around a central park. To the trained reader, the left column of sketch maps may seem strange and unnecessary next to the other drawings. But for laymen, they are no less familiar than conventional maps; and their shorthand of textures and blobs—once learned—can be used for on-the-spot exchange of ideas at meetings. They are also a reminder that the street grid on the other drawings is merely a handy convention.
IS THERE ANY PARTICULAR ORDER IN WHICH DIFFERENT PORTIONS OF YOUR PHYSICAL PLAN SHOULD BE BUILT?

Policy A
First start building a multi-activity demonstration project to show the kind of life that you hope will later be possible for all residents.
Possible results
A dramatic way to arouse interest in your plan, among people both inside and outside the community.
An excellent proving-ground for bold experiments that can later be adapted for community-wide use.

Policy B
First start building housing on vacant land; then start work on facilities for education and other community activities; then shops and workplaces.
Possible results
Good for morale
No displacement of residents
Little chance to introduce bold new ideas

Policy C
First get some new workplaces; then tackle housing, education, and community facilities.
Possible results
Least chance for success, because it is more difficult for the community to attract new workplaces than to make important changes in other activities.

Policy D
No matter what order, but get some portion of the plan started as quickly as possible in every district of your community.
Possible results
Good for morale, because all residents can benefit.

Policy E
Make your own policy on the relative priority of different portions of your physical plan.
Possible results

Priority
Improvements in facilities for
Housing
Outdoor recreation
Education
Other community services
Shopping (goods and services)
Work
Transportation

Policy
Improvements in (indicate by #1, #2, #3)
Housing
Outdoor recreation
Education
Other community services
Shopping (goods and services)
Work
Transportation
planning of the dwelling unit, there is little latitude for choice under existing standards.

Of course, the workbook provides for correlation between the site plan and the dwelling unit design. Interestingly, the workbook treats the buildings as merely the product of these two planning processes. The community is bound to put much higher priority on its dwelling units and site layout than on the shape of its buildings in any rational study of the problem. Maybe there is a lesson in this for architects.

The last step in each part of the workbook is to prepare a report, which is made up of records the group keeps of each step in the process. Included among the pages of this workbook, as in any "workbook," are pages with blanks—where policy and priority decisions can be recorded, where photographs of maps, plans, and models can be mounted, where rent and cost calculations can be worked out.

The wording of the workbook had to be very carefully considered to make it neither obscure nor patronizing. Where technical terms have been avoided, even common ones like "bibliography"—the substitute wording ("other books you may want to use") is not only straightforward, but has added meaning.

There is a section of definitions ("using planning and design language"); and some of the entries are concise, pointed essays. For example, "Limited-access highway: A highway which has few exits and entrances, and cuts off local streets that run into it. It carries high-speed traffic through an area without mixing it with local traffic and people. It is a big divider in the city, like a river."

Process vs. reality

Although the workbook has not yet been used in the field, its basic method has been. Bob Ganges, deputy director of the Trenton Model Cities Agency, for instance, has used roughly the same technique to focus attention of community groups on issues, policies, and consequences, and he has passed on his experiences with it at the Princeton seminars. "Often, the community does not trust the plans its own hired professionals come up with." Ganges observes. "The usual reaction to something you don't understand is to turn it down." Several architects involved in community planning assert that community groups are tired of being told what they need; they want to understand what they need.

"A lot of officials think that planning is too complicated for community participation," says Lynda Simmons of the workbook staff. "The workbook admits that it is a complicated process, then it gives them a roadmap through it." Some groups, she is quick to point out, may look over this "roadmap" and decide to let a professional follow it for them.

Ganges questions whether participation in planning of dwelling units isn't "going too far." He does not, however, rule out issues involving the unit plan. He has sat in on debates about the merits of a window over the kitchen sink, and he considers it healthy for community delegates to take up such issues.

One anticipated criticism of the workbook method is that it will be time-consuming. "You have to contend with impatience both in the community and in city hall," Ganges reminds us. The workbook recognizes this problem, and states its own defense: "The use of this method can take something like two to six months for the development of your own planning and design proposals. It will not make the whole process of getting something done in your community any longer than it has been." While this method may take longer in the initial planning phase, Spring explains, it may save time in the long run by eliminating the wasteful process of scrapping a design and going back to the drafting board.

Max Bond, a New York architect and former head of the Architect's Renewal Committee in Harlem, questions this hope. "No matter how diligently you go through the process of developing ideas, they can be thrown out." This method, though admirably logical, is aimed at fixing priorities: "But priorities may shift quickly in a real situation." An incidental occurrence—the appearance of work crews at a site, for instance—can suddenly polarize community attitudes toward a project. Or a new opportunity may arise—perhaps when a new government policy is announced. But people may be reluctant, he notes, to revise policies they have so patiently and

SITE PLANNING

The community group can visualize a housing site concept using model blocks provided in a kit, which are placed on top of an acetate plan laid over a base map (sketch, top left). Proposals can then be recorded with an instant camera.

All catalogue plans are categorized in three basic types (sketches, below left) and arranged accordingly in a visual index (page 33). Each catalogue entry (example, right) is based on a project actually built in the U.S. or in Europe. For purposes of comparison, all of these plans have been adapted to a standard, square, four-acre site—roughly equivalent to two typical city blocks.

Several possible arrangements of private and common outdoor space and several ways to provide for parking are shown on one sheet (portion, right), each with references to examples in the site planning catalogue which incorporate them.

Alternative systems of access to individual dwelling units and ways of organizing units into buildings are presented on another sheet (portion, right), similarly keyed to entries in the catalogue. These "access types" and "building types," which reappear in the index to the dwelling unit design catalogue (page 39), can be used to check on compatibility between site plans and dwelling unit plans.
### DESCRIPTION

A field organization of:
- Three fourteen-story, elevator interior core access towers;
- Common open space on grade shared by all dwelling units;
- Common parking on grade, separate from and shared by all tower dwelling units.

And:
- Two and three story, direct access, row houses;
- Private open space on grade, adjacent to dwelling units and common open space shared by groups of dwelling units;
- Common parking on grade, adjacent/near to and shared by groups of dwelling units.

### TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of tower dwelling units</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of dwelling units</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density in d.u./acre</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of tower parking spaces</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of parking spaces</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking ratio</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADAPTATION

Adapted from:
- Mill Creek Redevelopment Project
  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  Louis I. Kahn, Architect

### OPEN SPACE ALTERNATIVES

- (Refer to cases: B6 and E1)
- G. Common open space shared by all dwelling units.

### PARKING ALTERNATIVES

- (Refer to cases: C1, C5, C6, and D5.)
- G. Common parking in separate building structure, shared by all dwelling units.

### DWELLING ACCESS ALTERNATIVES

- (Refer to cases: C1, C3, D2, and D3.)
- G. Elevator, interior core access.

### GROUPED DWELLING ALTERNATIVES

- (Refer to cases: C2, C4, C6, D1, D4, D5, and D6.)
- G. Interior access stacked units forming a tower.

- (Refer to cases: C2, C4, C6, D1, D4, D5, and D6.)
- G. Interior access stacked units forming a tower.
rationally hammered out.

Harry Quintana, of the Real Great Society Urban Design Studio in New York, wonders whether the workbook isn't a fine device for solving the wrong problem: "That's not the process community leaders should be learning." What they really need, says Quintana, is a guide to the political process. Although the workbook does not insist on "working through channels," it fails to encourage any "innovative approach to tackling the bureaucracy."

Bond questions the workbook's effect on politics within the community. At best, the workbook will familiarize only a few community representatives with the planning process. There is a risk of setting up an "informed elite," alienated from the rest of the community.

Like Bond and Quintana, Andrew Heard of Chicago's Black Architects Collaborative is impressed with the workbook as a document, but raises doubts about its effect. He sees a danger in directing so much attention toward rational consideration of issues. "If you take strong personalities out of community politics, you might get Milquetost."

Inspired individuals, he points out, "can often get something out of higher authorities that they couldn't get with a reasoned approach."

Prospects for the workbook

The state's plans for using the device it commissioned are not yet firm. A lot depends on the attitudes—so far unknown—of the governor just elected. One thing, however, is certain, according to Alan Mallach of the state's Department of Community Affairs. "The workbook cannot be distributed blind, with no guidance." Mallach hopes to start a pilot program, running for about one year, in perhaps three or four communities. A team of three or four technical advisers could work with all of the communities.

For a full-scale program, the state would probably train a corps of technical assistants. In choosing these aids, the value of technical expertise would have to be balanced against the value of familiarity with the locale. Perhaps a representative from the community could go through a special training program and return to the group to handle technical details and records.

While the future of the workbook for its intended purpose remains in suspense, it has already been put to work as an educational tool for undergraduates in architecture at both City College of New York and Princeton, and it may soon be taken up by other architectural schools. But it could also be an excellent tool for training paraprofessionals—technical assistants, etc.—who will be needed in community planning everywhere. And it could be valuable to lawyers, economists, and other professionals involved in redevelopment projects.

For the present, the workbook remains a promising tool, not yet tested; parts of it will probably fail in some situations. "The workbook method can never make a viable situation out of an impasse," cautions Spring. In fact, he will be pleased if it works in 35 per cent of the situations where the state tries it.

The whole concept of community participation may suffer a temporary setback in the near future, as pent-up demand calls for immediate, tangible construction. In the long run, however, low-income groups which are now testing their organizational skills will not accept planning imposed from above; and middle-class groups are likely to follow suit.

The workbook itself foretells the situation simply and accurately: "In every community there are people who have been cut off from the decision-making process that determines important changes in the area. People who have been in such a position and who now want to use their rights as citizens to take part in the decision making process should find this workbook useful."

—John Morris Dixon

CREDITS AND INFORMATION

Planning and Design Workbook for Community Participation, prepared under a contract with the New Jersey State Department of Community Affairs by the Research Center for Urban and Environmental Planning at Princeton University. Staff members: Bernard P. Spring (director), Carmi Bee, Lance Brown, Gordon Gebert, Elizabeth Kassler, Lynda Simmons, Dorothy Whiteman, Charles Zucker, and Margaret Nierenberg. Site planning catalogue drawings by Hanno F. Veselka. Staff members: Bernard P. Spring, Carmi Bee, Lance Brown, Margaret Nierenberg. Site planning catalogue drawings by Hanno F. Veselka. Copies of the workbook can be obtained from the Research Center for Urban and Environmental Planning, School of Architecture and Urban Planning, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. $15.00.

Examples in the dwelling unit catalogue (right) have been selected only from projects built recently in the Northeastern U.S., under typical government regulations. Each plan is shown in three forms: an accurate plan superimposed on a 2-ft. grid, a diagrammatic plan—showing activity areas, openings, and circulation—which may be helpful to laymen in understanding the other plans and in making suggestions of their own; and a symbolic plan indicating only points of access and exterior walls (which is also used in the index above).
SHOULD THERE BE A WINDOW OVER THE KITCHEN SINK?

Policy A
Each dwelling must have a window over the kitchen sink.

Possible results:
Cooking and cleaning up is a much pleasanter job when there is a view outside.
Mothers may be able to supervise outdoor play areas or chat with neighbors while they do their kitchen work.

Policy B
Only dwellings with two or more bedrooms need have a window over the kitchen sink.

Possible results:
Women with the largest families, therefore with the most kitchen work, rightly have the pleasantest working conditions.
The women who are most likely to have children playing outside have a chance to supervise them while they do their kitchen work.

Policy C
No window is needed over the kitchen sink if other direct light comes into the cooking area.

Possible results:
The cooking area can be cheerful if it has top light, or if it looks through the dining or living area to windows beyond.

Policy D
Natural light is not important in the cooking area.

Possible results:
Many housewives disagree with this policy.

Policy E
Make your own policy on which sizes of dwellings should have a window over the kitchen sink, using the chart.

ACCESS TYPES | BUILDING TYPES | DWELLING UNIT ACCESS AND ORIENTATION TYPES
---|---|---
Direct Grade | Units Forming a Row | 0 br 1 br 2 br 0 br 1 br 2 br 0 br 1 br 2 br 0 br 1 br 2 br
| | 1 br | 1 br | 1 br | 1 br | 1 br | 1 br | 1 br |
| 1 | 5 | 11 | 6 | 12 | 10 |
| 2 | 4 | 10 | 3 | 9 | 7 |
| 3 | 3 | 8 | 2 | 7 | 5 |
| 4 | 2 | 7 | 1 | 6 | 4 |

Stair-Exterior Gallery | Stacked Units Forming a Stair | 3 br 4 br 5/6 br 3 br 4 br 5/6 br 3 br 4 br 5/6 br 3 br 4 br 5/6 br
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 |
| 22, 24, 27 | 22, 23 | 22, 21 | 22, 20 | 22, 19 | 22, 18 |
| 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 |

DWELLING UNIT DESIGN: CATALOG INDEX

3 Bedrooms A
Total Area Shown Above: 935 S.F.
Max. Area / H.A.A., Standards: 900 S.F.

3 Bedrooms A
Total Area Shown Above: 1020 S.F.
Max. Area / H.A.A., Standards: 900 S.F.

3 Bedrooms A
Total Area Shown Above: 755 S.F.
Max. Area / H.A.A., Standards: 900 S.F.
LOGICAL LAND USE

Housing in Vermont that preserves the land instead of destroying it

The attractiveness of the Vermont landscape is, ironically, its worst enemy, and the extraordinary influx of vacationers threatens to destroy the very qualities that make Vermont appealing. The challenge in using the land includes the challenge of saving it too, and the housing development shown here, although only four units at the start, has lessons for any area with the special dilemma of attractiveness.

Even in the first four units of Locus Bolton, the intention of the architectural designer, Peter Gluck, is clear. By clustering the units on the most favorable part of the large site, he leaves the rest largely undisturbed, and in the process gets sizeable parcels for community facilities.

The concept is seen clearly on the schematic maps. First, the large site is evaluated in terms of several selected factors—views, sewage, roads—the lightest shade indicating the most valuable portions, and the darkest shade the least valuable. (Value refers to
dollar value—highest where the view is best or where it is least expensive to put in roads or sewage.) Other factors could also be evaluated—water supply, soil quality, or edge conditions. Then the three maps are superimposed, and different layouts compared. It is immediately apparent that this site could hold only 81 units of conventional housing, compared to 112 units of clustered housing. It is also immediately clear that few of the single houses would end up on the most valuable land.

"The mind is a terrific computer," says Gluck, "and an architect does this kind of overlay in the mind all the time." But he finds these maps a good device to show a developer. For one thing, they speak the language of dollars and cents that a developer understands; there are no intuitive (and therefore arguable) opinions such as whether a house is best sited on the top of a hill or the side of a hill.

Gluck also analyzes the costs of providing roads and utilities under both conventional and cluster development, and the argument for clustering—again on an economic basis—is persuasive. A developer's response to clustering is positive for still other economic reasons. With detached units, each owner usually wants a different design, reports Gluck, but with a cluster pattern the owner is more likely to accept standardized design. Then too, as a cluster development proceeds, getting more community facilities, that community becomes more appealing to prospective buyers; while as a regular development proceeds, using more land, that community becomes less appealing.

The idea realized

When it comes to particular factors in the site analysis, or to the particular form of the housing cluster, Gluck says about Locus Bolton, "This is a way; anything specific is less important than the idea itself."
Locus Bolton, the first realization of the idea, is in the Bolton Valley ski area, some 18 miles east of Burlington. The four initial units are only half of a typical cluster; joined by a mirror four, they will demarcate a large deck on the entry side, making for a communal back yard that offers something more than the usual parking lot. Each house is reached by a private entrance bridge, and has private decks opening to the view. The broad-V staggered plan gives complete privacy to these decks; the V-plan also gives each unit exposure on three sides (a skylight lights the fourth).

In a total of 1,200 sq. ft., each house has living room, deck, dining room and kitchen on the lower level, and four bedrooms, another deck, and two baths on the upper level. If more space is desired, an additional story can be hung below the lower level. Since this optional floor does not rest on grade, the house as a whole is independent of fluctuations in grade; any differences in grade can easily be taken up by the entry ramps.

The structure prefabricated

Masonry walls divide the units, but otherwise the construction is conventional wood frame. The construction process, however, is anything but conventional.

The complicated outer form of the building was broken down into its component wall panels (see isometric perspective) and a shop drawing made of each of the panels (see typical drawing). The drawings were turned over to a local carpentry shop, where craftsmen unaccustomed to building anything very sophisticated found it relatively easy to turn out these panels. The shop's employees—four to six men during this job—concentrated on making one panel at a time, making all they needed, then moving on to the next. (Floors, roofs and interior partitions were built on the site.)

This prefabrication system is
The real value of prefabrication in this case, says Gluck, lies in “getting the product fast, and getting it when you want it, and maintaining quality control.” Also, he points out, it is a way of getting a rather complex building built at all in areas of the country where builders will either refuse to bid such a job or will automatically figure it at a premium because of its unfamiliarity. The advantages of this prefabrication over conventional construction do not show up markedly in the cost—these first four units of Locus Bolton went up at $15.75 per sq. ft.—but a developer will see savings in the short construction period.

Gluck, in fact, finds that in analyzing the site and designing for prefabrication, he establishes, beyond doubt, the economic value of having an architect. He proves his worth by saving money for the developer and land for the residents. This worth is verified by the fact that Locus Bolton is expected to move ahead this next year, along with similar Gluck-designed projects in the Virgin Islands and on Martha’s Vineyard.

—ELLEN PERRY BERKELEY

FACTS AND FIGURES
When Urban Design Development Group Inc. held a recent party for its staff and a few guests, it seemed especially appropriate that piled near the desks and drawing boards were plates of soul food. For this is a black design firm, created by black professionals, architects and planners, for and in their black community—in the heart of riot-torn Detroit.

Like the Urban Workshop in Watts (Jan./Feb. '69 issue), this firm started from an idea of training ghetto youths in planning and design, and it has grown into a highly professional operation which now has various projects in housing and planning underway, plus the originally intended program for students and trainees from the slums.

The enterprise began with a minimum of capital ($2,000), the willingness to work 18-hour days and seven-day weeks for little or no immediate return, and the instinctive belief that they knew the special needs of their clients, because they had grown up alongside them in the ghetto.

Today, Urban Design has several dozen personnel, both full-time and some who still work for white architectural and engineering firms, devoting spare time to this venture. The offices occupy two floors in the Architects' Building, a seven-story structure in a district five minutes north of the prosperous downtown, but itself still engulfed by decaying apartment buildings and a skid row. On the upper floor are the architectural and engineering facilities; on the lower floor are administrative offices, and the training school. Eventually, the first floor will be rented for a future building trades program.

Aubrey C. Agee, a partner in the firm Griffin, Ward and Agee, heads up the architectural and engineering arm of the outfit. He, like his colleagues, is absolutely convinced that the rebuilding of the predominantly black central city slums must be done by black professionals: "They are related to the people. They are part of the areas. They talk the same language, have the same interests and wants.

"I live in the neighborhood. I live in Hendrie and St. Antoine, right in the heart of the area, and I can see the people next door. These people need help. There are so many things they don't know. They're good people, hard-working, honest people, and we could actually do something for them. It would strengthen the whole city."

Hank Rogers, 37-year-old president of Urban Design, sees black firms as the only true experts on the urban needs of blacks, and he says: "There's going to be a lot of money coming into the black community and I can see the white contractor, and architectural and engineering firms wanting to come back into the inner city to exploit this."

"As far as I'm concerned, all the work in the inner city should be done by black people—by black designers, by black contractors, by black architects, and by black planners."

"It was our feeling that most of us [in Urban Design] had spent a lot of time working in white architectural offices, primarily working on industrial and commercial projects that were going to be developed in Suburbia USA. But very few of us did anything in developing the areas where we lived in the inner city."

Rogers argues that the white firms have a virtual monopoly in the suburbs, and the black firms need every bit of inner city work to redress the balance in a laissez-faire system which has not really worked out that way. He also sees this as a way of keeping money spent on redevelopment within the black community, rather than having the dollars bounce outside the ghetto.

"We were also," he adds, "cognizant of the fact that as long as we stayed with the white architectural firms, at best, even with degrees in architecture, engineering, and planning, we would end up as glorified draftsmen, never really being given the opportunity to develop a project, head up jobs, and be in a position to make management-type decisions that relate to them."

Or as a young associate put it: "We are still in the day of Super Nigger. You have to be better than everyone in the office before they give you the job."

The thrust of Urban Design Development Group Inc. is their interdisciplinary approach. Rogers says that "pure architecture and pure engineering are not going to address themselves to the problems black people have in the urban areas (we call them urban areas now—that's more sophisticated). Because they are not pure architectural and engineering problems. There are sociological and economic and psychological aspects. There's education, training... black entrepreneurship.

"All of these things are part of the total problem in the urban areas that have to be addressed, and we feel a traditional A & E firm, cannot, in fact, address itself to the problems in our community."

As part of this interdisciplinary approach, Urban Design has provided assistance in business management, financing, industrial product development, and even personal services, all of which are geared to the needs of the black community.

The firm has established a personnel agency to provide technical people to work in white corporations, though, to date, white firms have been slow to respond. It has developed a management division which is giving technical and financial advice to black businessmen seeking loans from private and public sources. And the management services division also includes a recently established experiment in which a dozen students (from Lawrence Institute of Technology) have formed an industrial design team. They will test, develop, and package patentable ideas from the black community and work with the industrial display services that are needed.

Other "free advice" has gone
But the firm's major projects do, ultimately, deal with housing. The firm has done studies for the ambitious eastside Elmwood Park renewal which began with the glass-sheeted apartment towers and townhouses of Mies van der Rohe in Lafayette Park, and belatedly is getting around to housing the poor who are displaced.

The firm is currently involved, with neighborhood groups, in proposals for redevelopment of five residential inner-city sites, ranging in size from a 12-sq. block area to a 1,000 acre site.

In two major projects, one in the riot-scarred 12th Street area, and one in the ghetto of Pontiac, Mich., where upwards of 10,000 blacks live, Urban Design has been working closely with Metropolitan Detroit Citizens Development Corporation (MDCCA), established before the 1967 riot. With $5 million from New Detroit Inc., the city's local Urban Coalition, it has pursued the twin goals of spurring badly needed low- and moderate-cost housing by providing seed money and technical advice to nonprofit sponsors, and encouraging black-run firms to do the work involved.

In the 12th Street area, Urban Design is the architect for the rehabilitation of nine apartment houses which have been bought from a slumlord by a group, the United Tenants for Collective Action, which had successfully conducted rent strikes against slumlords. MDCCA loaned the tenants' group the initial funds, and ultimately they will acquire and rebuild the structures with federal mortgage guarantees. The total cost of acquisition and refurbishing of the 288 units in the buildings will be about $3 million.

In 1968, Urban Design and MDCDA joined together to help a disparate coalition of black groups, from militant to moderate, plan for the redevelopment of one of Pontiac's worst slums, a swath of land near Crystal Lake, subject to flooding from the Clinton River, and pockmarked with deteriorating private and public housing. The area is marred by industrial uses, a junkyard, the scars of a mini-civil disturbance; and the neighborhood's 10,000 residents are almost all black. Many work in the nearby General Motors automobile plant.

Urban Design contracted to do the physical survey, produce recommendations for a comprehensive redevelopment plan, and coupled this with a social survey that probed the aspirations of the black residents. Harambee Inc. (Swahilli for "Let us work together") was the coalition of black Pontiac groups that received the results.

Edward Ewell, vice-president of Urban Design, and the urban development and housing consultant says: "At that time, we had no experience in planning and we took that project as a challenge to prove ourselves in the area. In order for us as blacks to get into this, we had to do it at a third of what we should have been paid. We didn't even break even, but it was an entry for us to show what we could do."

Harambee Inc. and the city now have the results of the studies and a development plan calling for a staged program in which ultimately $31 million in new construction, and 1,810 units of housing on 175 acres of land, would be built. The General Motors Corporation has advanced a $1.1-million, interest-free loan to Harambee—which will be repaid as housing is built and is sold.

Agee has proposed several design concepts for free-standing (but cooperatively owned) structures, rentals and industrialized housing. Two projects, the Martin Luther King Jr. Terraces and Medgar Evans Homes, will be lowero: another will have two highrise towers and more single-family housing. Urban Design has proposals for creation of badly needed commercial facilities (an acre has been set aside for a shopping center for black-owned businesses), removal of the junkyard, transfer of public housing to cooperative ownership, and the 288 units in the buildings will be tied up to cleanup of the polluted lake, and a wooded area.

Major realignment of traffic would reduce the heavy flow of transient movement through the neighborhood. Parks, lots, and greenways would soften the harsher qualities of the district. An Army installation would be put to recreational use. The stages of development would be staggered (building under various government programs) to allow residents to move into new housing without being displaced.

The plan must be worked into the city's master plan, and eventually the potpourri nonprofit housing, commercial development, and municipal urban renewal using federal funds could bring Pontiac's residents to a new community hand-tailored to their own dream.

But Urban Design has not lost sight of its original goal: nudge more black youth into the field. Hank Rogers says flatly: "Any 18-year-old black fellow that wants to be an architect is not going to stand a snowball's chance in hell unless he is going to meet other black people who are willing to give him a hand and assistance."

He believes black students as early as elementary school are discouraged from going into architecture and engineering, and those who do reach college are then advised to go into some "safe" area like teaching. He believes the federally funded job training contracts today are geared towards "last-end" jobs for the ghetto youth. If a black does reach the point of being hired by an architectural firm, he says, a generally discouraging period of being held back sets in; it is extremely hard for a black architect to make it.

Urban Design is a magnet for black students and trainees from the slums who believe that here is a place to do their own thing. Even on weekends, the offices are busy with the youths in the training program called the Urban Design Institute; it is now licensed by the Michigan State Board of Education. Michael Franklin, who heads the program, estimates that about 15 youngsters from the ghetto have been trained each year, and there were 60 in the program this last summer. They are given free training, working both evenings and weekends, learning drawing techniques, instructions in preparing planning surveys, maps, and reports. There is basic drawing for beginners, and more graphies and reproductions for the advanced. Additional help is given in urban design and model making, and methods of obtaining planning data. Some of the students have gone on to drafting jobs, university, or employment in local firms.

The firm has paid for the free training out of its own funds, and, despite letters and applications to federal and private funding agencies, has yet to get financial support beyond one small stipend. (The letters all generally praise the idea, and then boot the request on to another agency.)

The firm does hope to absorb some of its own trainees when the volume of work increases. The Model Cities effort in the city will be the source of additional contracts, and the firm will eventually benefit from the allocation of bonding for low-cost housing, under the auspices of the State Housing Development Authority.

In the meantime, Urban Design is strengthening its own projects and ideas and programs. As Aubrey Agee puts it: "A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. We can strengthen these weak links. We can have a solid city, and a people proud of their city."

Does this mean that only the black professional can rebuild the black slums of the city, and hopefully do it as a profitable business venture?

"White, black, green or brown, whoever he is, if he has the interest ... the people give him the same response as anyone else. It is not a matter of color," Agee says. Then he assessed the performance of most white professionals to date and added: "But they don't have this interest. Their interest is solely the dollar."
ORTHOTROPIC SPAN
The serpentine sweep at left is the bright blue, 2.2-mile-long Coronado–St. Diego Bridge in California. It weaves a 90-degree arc across the bay, and is the highest orthotropic bridge in the U.S. The continuous orthotropic girder is 1,880 ft. in length, in three spans, the center one being 244 ft. from the water. This orthotropic section allows unequal flexibility on two perpendicular directions along the girder.

The rest of the bridge is of prestressed concrete girders supported by pairs of concrete piers. No supporting structure rises above the surface of the bridge—only a 3-ft. concrete railing flanks either side of the roadway. This 60-ft.-wide roadway has five traffic lanes; the reversible center lane has remote-controlled pop-up tubes which automatically set the direction of traffic.

Architects Stephen Allen of San Francisco and Robert Mosher of San Diego designed the lines of the bridge.

DIGEST DOWN UNDER
In a Victorian setting of massive warehouses and small terraces is the Sydney, Australia, office of the Reader's Digest Association. The $2-million, 120,000-sq.-ft. structure was designed by John James & Associates for the Digest’s mail order business. The building is divided into four levels: parking (on the lowest level), storage, computer operations (for the mails), and administration. The exterior is of molded exposed structural elements and brick infill. Paired columns of poured-in-place concrete are connected by spandrels. Cast iron grilles, corner posts, and balustrades were added by Sculptor Douglas Annand.

TIGERS’ CAGE
The immense L. Stockwell Jadwin Gymnasium (alias “The Cage”) at Princeton University looks like a giant snail leaving its shell behind. The shell, a 390-ft. span of exposed steel rib-cage, covers (in two parts—a half dome and a half cone) basketball courts, tennis courts, and an area for track and field events. The third part of the structure is a lobby with a balcony above where 3,500 permanent seats are installed. A lower level, mostly below grade, contains space for fencing, wrestling, squash, more tennis, baseball, and shotput. In addition to athletic events, the Cage can be used for meetings, graduation exercises, and concerts. Architects: Walker O. Cain & Associates; Engineers: Severud-Perrone-Sturm-Conlin-Bandel.
CONCRETE CLOISTER
The monastery for the Brothers of the Church of St. Sebastian in Neuz, near Düsseldorf, in Germany, was designed by Architect Joachim Schirrmann. The cloister (below) is a single-story square surrounding an atrium-garden. The concrete wall facing the atrium is punctured by slits of different heights and widths. The dormitory building adjoins the cloister; the lower level contains the rectory and recreation room opening to another garden. Monks’ cells are located on the upper floors. The entire structure is of exposed reinforced concrete with the outer walls serving as bearing walls.

TEMPLE OF MANY FACES
The Jian-ji Temple in the developing downtown area of Osaka, tries to reconcile, in the same structure, the religious and the civic, the Japanese and the Western. And, at the same time, it tries to reconcile an assortment of building materials, textures, and planes.

The Temple is constructed on six levels; the first contains a worship hall and offices and the second has the priests’ quarters. The third floor (glassed-in in photo right) acts as a transition between the religious floors below and the civic floors above. It has a lobby and refreshment area. Audio-visual facilities for classes, and exhibition space and a stage are housed on the fourth and fifth levels and are in the Western style. A Japanese-style meeting room is on the top floor.

Architect: Kiyoshi Kawasaki of Kyoto University.

CONVENTION CAVERN
New Orleans’ latest addition to its new International Center is the enormous, six-block-square Rivergate Exhibition and Convention Center. The $13.5-million center is constructed on four levels: two underground parking garages for 800 cars and two exhibition-convention floors above.

The 132,500-sq.-ft., column-free main hall rises two stories to an undulating concrete barrel roof (above) and can seat 17,500 persons. At the rear of Rivergate, behind the main hall, are two separate floors (447,500 sq. ft.) for meeting rooms, lounges and cafeteria space.

Architects for Rivergate were: Curtis & Davis, Edward B. Silverstein & Associates, and Mathes-Bergman & Associates.
RECORD-SETTING FACTORY

CBS/Sony Records in Oigawa, Japan, chose a strategic location on the express throughway from Tokyo to Kobe for their new factory: it is convenient to the three major record sales outlets: Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka.

For the factory, the architectural firm of Takenaka Komuten Co. Ltd. chose a low-slung scheme based on a grid system. This grid is flexible and can be expanded, both for the factory wing and for the separate office wing, as the factory grows. The inner shell of the building is independent of the outer; walls of both are movable. The trusses, (above) are exposed, revealing the modular system.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 47 (top), Diane Graham/John Garth; (bottom), Norman McGrath; page 48 (top left), courtesy The Japan Architect; (bottom), Helmut Stahl; (top right and page 49 top), Frank Lotz Miller; (bottom), Ryoo Hata, Studio Murai.
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WOMEN IN ARCHITECTURE
BY BEATRICE DINERMAN

Women constitute less than one per cent of the total number of registered architects in the United States—under 100 out of a total of some 20,000. Only one architect in 200 is a woman and women represent less than 5 per cent of all architectural students.

Why do so few women choose to join the profession? Is there something inherently masculine about the field of architecture, requiring certain traits and capabilities not generally associated with feminine attributes? Why does the architectural profession appear to welcome men into its ranks, and at the same time, continue to erect subtle discriminatory barriers against women? And, most important of all, what can be done to stimulate more women to enter the profession and assure them a gracious reception from both clients and colleagues?

Architecture, much like law, engineering, and business, has always been thought of as a man's field. This distinction, an outgrowth of a cultural heritage that assigns quite different, mutually exclusive roles to men and women, has had an unquestionable impact on the architectural profession, diverting the energies of girls who might otherwise be attracted to architecture into more acceptable “feminine” careers.

The image of the architect as a masculine figure is a holdover from an earlier era when architects were closely related to unprofessional, skilled craftsmen, and much of their work involved considerable physical strength and direct contact with construction crews, often in a supervisory capacity. Today, architecture requires more intelligence than manual expertise; the average architect spends far more time at his desk than straddling the steel framework of some building under construction.

Ignoring this shift in emphasis, the lay public has continued to view the architect as a relatively tough, masculine figure. Girls planning a career and firms employing architects are influenced by this stereotype.

This traditional, sex-linked division of labor has produced a number of potent myths concerning a woman's ability to function effectively in a field such as architecture. Doubts range from her very intelligence and competence, to her loyalty to the profession in terms of the pull toward home and family, to an excessive emotional involvement which could prevent an objective approach toward her professional responsibilities.

Architectural school deans report that the percentage of female dropouts is generally no higher than for men. While marriage and motherhood are dropout factors in some cases, more often those women who do discontinue their studies leave for much the same reasons as men—financial problems, or a change in career focus, or some personal setback.

“Marriage does not seem to be a factor,” says Dean Robert Dietz of the College of Architecture and Urban Planning at the University of Washington. “Like the men, they simply keep on going to school, even during periods of obvious expectancy.”

In observing that most women students continue their studies and graduate, Joseph Sabatella, assistant dean in the department of architecture at the University of Florida, attributes this tenacity to the fact that “women who enter the program have generally made an extensive study of their relationship to the profession prior to beginning. Consequently, they possess higher interest and motivation.”

Such observations could well represent a significant step forward in encouraging women to enter the architectural profession in greater numbers. Yet, the imperative of changing social tradition so that girls are no longer conditioned to see certain occupations as being masculine by nature remains a tremendous challenge. This exceedingly difficult task will, above all, place an ever increasing burden on educational counseling.

Unfortunately, high school and college counselors, far from encouraging more women to enter architecture, have had a negative influence. In raising the question with a representative sampling of female architects, close to two-thirds reported receiving no encouragement whatsoever from either professional counselors or university faculty members. In fact, over half of this group was actively discouraged from choosing architecture as a career, with sex representing the determining factor in virtually every case.

In tackling the problem of attracting more women into architecture, several constructive steps have been suggested: a greater emphasis on positive educational counseling; a central employment registry for women seeking architectural positions; the greater availability of part-time work; development of refresher courses for women architects who, having dropped out of the field to raise a family, now choose to return to their profession; research into sources of domestic help for professional mothers and tax relief for women so employed; an educational campaign designed to
Women are often not even interviewed by certain firms for jobs such as project coordinator or field supervisor. One female architect engaged in a successful practice with her architect husband is more intense in her reaction, claiming that "a so-called preference for female architects in residential design is little more than a placebo, diverting attention from severe restrictions against women in other architectural specialties and transforming the female architect into little more than a glorified interior decorator." An ability to devote careful attention to small details is an essential characteristic of the competent architect, yet a woman's special faculty for such attention, used extensively as an excuse for limiting her to tedious, routine responsibilities, is totally ignored when her architectural potential is being considered.

Women architects are especially resentful of the fact that more is expected of them in terms of competence, personal standards, and working relations with others, viewing such expectations as discrimination via the "double standard." "In order to be equal," comments one experienced, middle-aged female architect in private practice, "a woman must be more than equal. Men anticipate her failure and so she must prove herself again and again." And, in fact, female architects are unified in their observation that women architects, to be accepted, must be exceptionally competent, possess an extreme degree of perseverance and stamina, work twice as hard, be gifted with both a thick skin and a sense of humor, and exhibit a consistently excellent disposition in their working relations with others.

Women architects are not alone in their recognition of sex discrimination. The existence of prejudice in the field, and the degree to which such restrictions might well underly a reluctance of women to enter the profession, have been noted by quite a number of unbiased and objective sources.

Robert J. Piper, in his educational brochure Opportunities In An Architectural Career, comments that while there are many openings for women in the field, the opportunities for men are considerably greater, noting that "women are usually subject to lower salary schedules than are men—even for comparable work."

The Bureau of Labor Statistics made a similar observation in its 1967 Occupational Opportunities Handbook, terming the employment outlook for women architects "less favorable" than for men. While predicting ready employment for capable female draftsmen, the Bureau concluded that few women are able to establish themselves in private practice where earnings are much greater than those received by even a highly paid salaried employee of an established architectural firm.

Many architectural schools exhibit strong concern over the limited opportunities available for even their finest female graduates, noting a reluctance by numerous firms to even consider employing a female architect as a matter of company policy. Other barriers mentioned include restricted opportunities for advancement, the virtual exclusion of women from managerial positions and/or field responsibilities, lower pay scales, prejudicial attitudes by contractors and construction crew members who resent taking orders from a woman, and a myriad of intangible, psychological obstacles stemming from a general reluctance to consider the female architect as being the equal of her male counterpart.

Some female architects attribute sex prejudice to an economic rationale—a belief that male architects don't want their field invaded by outside competition. Most women reject this explanation, placing greater emphasis on the fact that the successful female architect is viewed as a threat to the very masculinity and ego strength of her male colleagues.

This conviction is reflected in the type of advice offered by women architects to their sisters in the field. "The successful woman architect must take advantage of all opportunities to allow her male colleagues to express their ego," advises a female project architect for a leading university. "Men will only favor the female architect if they feel she needs their support. As she becomes strong, self-sufficient and comes to occupy a leading role, these same men will turn bitter and resentful."

As Ethel Charles so cogently stated in an address before the Royal Association of British Architects, "This should not be a case of men versus women, but a case of individual capability and aptitude. I suppose the reason why women should not practice architecture is because they have not practiced it before, and this is no reason at all."
TERRACED HOUSE ON AN ALPINE LAKE

Until about 1950, Marcel Breuer was best known in the United States for the beautiful houses he had designed and built in New England.

Since then, much of his work has been on a considerably bigger scale, and he has not had the time to design many single-family residences. This has been a real loss to residential architecture here and abroad.

Still, occasionally Breuer has been tempted to go back to doing a house or two. The one shown on these pages, in the photographs of Kurt Blum, is one of the very best Breuer has recently built. It was designed for the Swiss art collector, Dr. Jacques Koefer, and his family, on a site overlooking Lago Maggiore. And the pictures speak for themselves.

The materials are, largely, glass, concrete and granite. The only other ingredient, really, is art.

“The Koefer house,” says Breuer, “is built on a rugged hillside, affording an exceptional vista sweeping from southeast to southwest over Lago Maggiore. The steep terrain called for terraces to form level areas for outdoor use. The house, its terraces, and its retaining walls form a barrier between the entry side of the house (downhill) and the gardens above.

“The house is arranged on three levels,” he adds. “The lowest of these is occupied by servants and services. The second, or main level contains the principal living areas, and the parents' quarters. And the top level is occupied by the children and by guests.”

The basic structure is reinforced concrete, generally exposed. The walls are either glass, or rubble stone of a local, split granite. The same split granite was used in retaining walls, and a slightly different version of it was used for all floors. Smooth, white plaster walls are a neutral backdrop for the owner's paintings. Considerations of lighting his collection played an important part in the design of the house.
The house was planned on three levels: the lowest contains servants' quarters and utilities; the middle level has most of the living areas; and the top level is for children and guests. Uphill, above the main house, is an enclosed, all-weather pool, with dressing rooms. The photo below shows a paved walk that leads from the guest parking area uphill, and around the house, to the main entrance. The view at left is from one of the approaches to the west.
Plans of the middle level and top level, respectively, are shown below. The view at left is from the living room, looking out across the main terrace that faces the lake. Finishes throughout the house are granite (for floors and some walls), glass, exposed concrete, and plaster (for walls used to display the owners' collection of paintings). Much of the furniture used in the house was designed by Breuer—some of it more than 40 years ago.
Massive concrete and granite stairs connect terraces on three levels. These stairs, with their “floating” treads, are characteristic of Breuer’s strong and expressive detailing. Views at left and below show close-ups of the outside staircase at the northeast corner of the house. The photo below also shows the top-floor terrace outside the children’s and guest rooms. The lake—Lago Maggiore—is faintly visible to the south.

REVIEWS BY COSTANTIN NIVOLA

This book is outstanding in every sense except one; it does not fully address itself to the subject of its own title. Who really was Le Corbusier? The reader comes away with few new answers to the question. Besset deals effectively with the master's work, but furnishes few insights into Corbu as a man—which, after all, is what the title purports to reveal.

The conspicuous omission is unfortunate. Le Corbusier is now a legendary figure, and, like most legendary figures, he has been widely misunderstood and misjudged. This is perhaps more true of the man's personality than his architecture, though the two are difficult to disengage from each other. Myths abound about the quick-tempered, arrogant, and conceited nature of the genius. One could dismiss these misconceptions as irrelevant, were it not for their misleading influence on the perception of Corbu's work.

In all fairness, Besset himself recognizes the importance of bringing biographical material to bear on a study of this type, and even laments his own inability to do so:

"Rare indeed are the autobiographical documents accessible today; rarer still, any truly enlightening accounts by those who knew him. In the present deficient state of our knowledge, then, it still seems premature to attempt a synthesis that could truly claim to answer the question contained in the ambitious title of this book."

Yet, had the author undertaken the extensive research and sought out at least a few more "enlightening accounts," he would have disclosed aspects of Le Corbusier that could have rendered the book more colorful, perhaps even analytically more interesting. For instance, a little-known fact about Corbu was that some of his closest friends were working class people, la-

Mr. Nivola is a well-known artist and teacher, with headquarters in Easthampton, N.Y., and New York City. He was one of Le Corbusier's closest friends in the United States.

borers and artisans who lived in the Port de Clignancourts of this world. The master saw in these persons a simplicity and forthrightness which placed them, as he liked to put it, "dans l'esprit de vérité." The clarity and directness of Corbu's mode of thought was reflected in these friendships, and may actually have been influenced by them. By contrast, he often had little patience for his "sophisticated admirers." With opportunists, slick operators, and phonies he was devastating. His uncanny capacity to detect and dismiss pretentious people often caused consternation and probably earned him a reputation as a very poor diplomat, especially in places like New York.

During Corbu's disappointing stay in New York there were incidents such as these. A fancy, art-loving lady pestered Corbu for many months, until he finally consented to visit her apartment. Upon entering, he was struck by the absence of a single work of art anywhere. He turned and walked out, declaring: "Madame, the walls of your house are silent. Bon soir!"

While in the States, Le Corbusier shared my studio in which several of his paintings were executed and kept. At one point there was talk of having the paintings exhibited, so a dealer came to see him. The dealer took not one look at Corbu's art, but proceeded immediately to discuss commercial matters, such as alternative headlines for press releases. Corbu threw the man out.

Such experiences were intimately related to Corbu's later feelings about New York and American society. He was fascinated by the city, but to me he expressed the fear that this was not a city capable of truly great artistic achievements. He concluded that history would judge the so-called Golden Era of the New York School "noisy," "unsubstantial," ultimately second-rate. (Corbu called Pollock "a hunter who shoots without aiming.")

Corbu's misgivings about America (he called the skyscrapers "too small" and Americans in general "too timid"), combined with the notoriously lukewarm reception given him when he was here, resulted in the present vacuity of his architecture in the United States. It is a significant and tragic irony that the wealthiest, most important city
in the world is devoid of buildings designed by history's greatest architect, while economically disadvantaged places, like Rio, are graced with his structures, and a small university town (Cambridge, Mass.) stands as the only site of his work in North America.

A truly comprehensive study on Le Corbusier has yet to be written. To cast new light on both the sources of his creativity and his creations, such a book will have to search deeply into the unrecorded personal experiences and relationships of the man—not just his documented intellectual theories, technical sketches, and professional note-books. Besset's contribution does not accomplish this lofty aim. The book is sensitively written, extremely well printed, nicely laid out, and enriched with good color reproductions. The reader is carried comfortably through the evolution of the master's concepts in architecture and city planning, including some unusual sketches from his travel notebooks in the early stages and ending with well selected documentation of his final chefs d'oeuvres. In addition, Besset does build a historical context for Corbusier's development, disclosing the fact that some of his contemporaries played an active, critical role. For all this, however, what is lacking is a picture of Le Corbusier himself. And this may well be what is needed in order to fully grasp the greatness of his work.

Peter Blake. The well-written text is meaningful and short, leaving almost the entire book to the pictorial documentation of the buildings and projects. Each series of photographs is accompanied by a brief description of the project, giving dimensions and materials and other characteristic features. The book concludes with a statement "On Architecture," in which Ellwood says: "The development of great architecture is a carefully measured process, the slow and deliberate maturing and refinement of an order, the patient and unending search for moral beauty." And this is exactly what this book illustrates so well. It depicts a remarkably consistent development over 20 years from the first experiments to the sound statements of the master architect on the West Coast.

Craig Ellwood was born in 1922, in Clarendon, Texas. In 1946, after four years in the United States Air Force, he went to work for a contracting firm where he was involved in cost estimating, drafting, and supervision of construction. The contractor had as clients Neutra, Eames, and Soriano. This became Ellwood's education which he supplemented by studying structural engineering at UCLA. In 1949 he designed his first house, the Hale House in Beverly Hills. To date there are 25 buildings and projects which are all documented in the book. Fifteen of these are houses, and it is particularly interesting to see how Ellwood was able to gain such a reputation on a dead issue. Of course, the individual house is still very much alive in the endless suburbs of Los Angeles, the city in which Ellwood lives and has worked throughout his career. It is therefore not surprising to find a strong influence of Neutra in his first projects. As Esther McCoy puts it: "Craig Ellwood's roots are the same as were Richard Neutra's in the 1920s—in lightweight steel construction utilizing high-tension towers, drawbridges, cranes, and other lifting devices composed of light steel members. The lightweight steel tower column that could be translated from industrial to residential architecture. It was the industrial landscape that had excited Neutra, and this he bequeathed to the next generation—along with some specific information about steel sections."

However, Ellwood soon discovered Mies and graduated to his principles, becoming increasingly convinced of the basic truths of Mies' philosophy. Yet in no way is Craig Ellwood a mere imitator of Mies, rather he is one of the few architects who have not thrown away the lessons from the Master for their own "Monday morning" whims. Ellwood learned from Mies that architecture in our time has to be objective, that there are greater forces at work than the individual, that science and technology are the essential factors of our epoch, and that only a clear structure can lead to a valid form.

Of the 15 houses which Ellwood built, the Rosen House, designed in 1961 and constructed in 1963, is the outstanding example of his excellence. Approaching the house up a winding road, one glimpses white lines of steel and gray planes of brickwork against the tangled background of the shrub-covered Mandeville Gorge in Los Angeles. Eventually a beautifully precise structure "hovering" above an immaculately cultivated plateau is revealed. This is probably Ellwood's most successful statement of a steel house.

The plan is a square, three bays of 26 ft., 8 in. wide in each direction. The central square of the plan forms a courtyard, thereby giving the major rooms in the central bays an enormous spaciousness, opening out not only to the outside but also to the interior court. This rigid arrangement seems to be neither automatic nor to compromise utilitarian needs. With two exceptions, all walls and room enclosures are free-standing which is quite an achievement considering that the house has five bedrooms and six baths. The steel structure is clearly expressed and painted white while the two end panels of the front and back elevations are filled in with gray brick. The floor plane is raised three feet above a larger square of water-worn black pebble stones on the ground. This solution may be questionable because it separates the house too much from its natural surroundings. The separation that is established through elevating the floor plane of the house would have been sufficient. The black pebble square reintroduces and formalizes a rigid relationship of the house to its landscape, so successfully overcome inside.

Another good and very exciting project is the weekend house designed in 1964. It was developed as one solution to the scarcity and high cost of beachfront land in southern California. Much of the coastal frontage is cut and folded into natural canyons and has remained undeveloped. Craig Ellwood proposes to span such a canyon with a roofed bridge, leaving the land contours and natural watersheds undisturbed. The 60-ft. distance between the two sides of the canyon is spanned by two trusses which are divided into six parts, creating six truss bays of 10 ft. square. The width between the two trusses is 25 ft., 4 in., thus creating a very large open space which is only interrupted by a freestanding core. Obviously this scheme is not to everyone's taste or vertigo. However, it is a practical solution to a site problem which is particular to southern California.

Three years ago Craig Ellwood received the commission to do the master planning for the future facilities of Scientific Data Systems after the completion of a factory for them. The Administration-Engineering building for this complex (September issue), Ellwood's largest to date, is a testimony to his rare ability to produce elegance for competitive, reasonable prices. The three-story A-E building is a square of seven bays by seven bays, each bay being 48 ft. square. The columns, the floor framing, as well as the skin are made of rolled steel sections. One would expect a price of $90 per sq. ft., yet Ellwood actually built this building for a mere $16 per sq. ft.

It seems that Craig Ellwood has now entered a new phase of his career. The 20 years of struggling to survive and the patient insistence on quality and honesty are bearing fruit—he is at last long receiving larger projects, and he is ready for them.

It is often said that the architect who can design a good house is capable of producing a good building for any purpose, no matter how complex. From the evidence of Craig Ellwood's work shown in this book, it may be that the house is not necessarily a dead issue after all.

---

CRAIG ELLWOOD—ARCHITECTURE
by Esther McCoy. Forward by Peter Blake. Published by Walker and Company, New York City. 156 pp. 9½ by 9½ ins. Illustrated. $15.00.

REVIEVED BY DIRK LOHAN

For many years Craig Ellwood's houses have been published individually, but this is the first time that his entire work, from the Hale House in 1949 to the current projects for Scientific Data Systems, appears in book form. It is his first and well-deserved, one-man show.

The book is written by Esther McCoy with an introduction by Mr. Lohan, the grandson of Mies, is a partner in the Office of Mies van der Rohe in Chicago.
A group of Cambridge fifth graders wielded shovels at the recent ground-breaking of Harvard's new Graduate School of Design, symbolizing the school's promise to improve the environment of these and other inner-city children.

The remarkable building designed by John Andrews symbolizes other new directions—looking inward, it opens up new relationships among the disciplines; looking outward, it establishes a new relationship between the whole GSD and the rest of the university community.

For its own students, the building gathers all studios into one open, integrated environment. Gone are the separate identities cherished by competing department “empires,” and gone are the communication barriers that are erected with the walls, doors, and other spatial barriers. For the nondesign students just passing by—or, more accurately, passing through—the building brings an active awareness of what happens in a school concerned with a subject as esoteric as “the environment.”

The George Gund Hall will consolidate departments and laboratories from five buildings into one site just across from Robinson and Hunt Halls, primary location of the present GSD.

This part of the campus will see major academic expansion, and heavy pedestrian traffic. The building thus gives the pedestrian a covered walkway for the length of the block. Also, on the theory that what is good for the pedestrian can be good for GSD too, the ground floor gives a kind of shop window exposure (via its circulation/exhibition space) to the work of the school (below). Realizing that the building gives so much space back to the public, the city granted a variance from its 30-ft. setback requirement.

Organization of the building is simple. Faculty and seminar spaces wrap around two sides of each studio (see diagram, top right), with a lounge and a terrace as common ground between students and faculty.

The studios on all floors are open to each other (below), each studio tray overlapping the one beneath it and tucked under the one above. Stringing the studios out horizontally was impossible on this site; and stacking them vertically, without offset, would have cut off all interaction. Here, instead, there is free communication and easy contact between spaces.

The open studios met with some opposition. Harvard hired its own acoustical consultant, who then verified Andrews' analysis: with the roof heavily faceted, and its underside absorbent, background noise will be no greater than in a restaurant.

Over the staggered studios, the great trussed roof of tubular steel spans 125 ft. “It's one of the last of the railway stations,” says Andrews.

The structure of the building is reinforced concrete flat slab, on a 25-ft. grid (below). But the structural tour de force is the great trussed roof—"a grand system of structure, services, and light," say the architects. The roof is an object lesson for students with its structural and mechanical functions completely visible.

The building as a whole is also an education, making possible a new kind of communication—and a new kind of learning—across the barriers that usually keep different disciplines ignorant of each other and keep outsiders ignorant of all the design professions.
This year we have seen the dissolution of the Beaux Arts in Paris; without exception, students are at the forefront of our preoccupations. Only in this context is a critique of the Harvard Graduate School of Design building worthwhile or possible. In common with Rudolph’s Yale building and several others across the continent, John Andrews’ project is derived from the need for more space. Coupled with this need is, of course, the unspoken hope of greater efficiency. The fact that a new building evolves from the pressures of cramped quarters implies a certain satisfaction with the on-going business. The raison d’être of a new building is, therefore, more of the same—heightened by the possibility of better technical facilities (computer terminals, darkrooms, laboratories) for greater efficiency.

In the light of current student events, the proposition “more of the same” gives rise to some doubts. It is disquieting that the education business is so corpora­tion-minded. Unlike the situation precipitating the formation of the Architectural Association school in London—or even the establishment of the Bauhaus—I sense that at Harvard when this building was programmed there was no large declaration of faith, no manifesto of new directions that could commit students, teachers, and public to something beyond a status quo.

Of course, there was a building program! What immense labors of earnestness these documents have become (each studio should be provided with a sink). In their determination to leave no loopholes, they can cripple the imagination. In saying this, I do not recommend the irresponsibility of many professionals who indulge their whims under the guise of art. Instead, I anticipate a condition whereby it is possible to release creative energies so that we may capitalize on the potential of association and on a more subtle language for our common experiences.

Building programs too often freeze a single-minded, one­moment-in-time concept of a building and the processes it is to accommodate. They carry immense conviction because of their objectivity, but in their determination to be objective they forfeit those subjective issues that can illuminate our purpose.

I am convinced that the most pernicious phenomenon of our time is the manipulation of the “sciences of man” into the terms and conditions of the natural sciences. Whether because of prestige or lack of faith, we lose the condition distinguishing these sciences—the use of subjective evaluation that we can accept because we are all men.

I have read the Harvard program and have found little enthusiasm for any philosophy of education; more importantly I have found little articulation of a position (or concern) for ideals of human association that may be encouraged within the building. (References to coffee lounges are not serious contributions.)

This building program was traditionally conceived; it listed and described all the foreseeable spaces deemed necessary to expand those facilities already established. (By expand, I include the concept of new departments and disciplines—one person at work is something like another.)

The concept of terrain

Perhaps this connection between building program and project is clarified by considering John Andrews’ first proposal for the building. The early scheme, to my mind, presented two extraordinary ideas that are at the heart of our situation.

The first idea refers to a condition in a building which I call “terrain.” My concept is very simple. I propose that the matter-of-fact features of any building—the floors, columns, steps—are similar to the features of a natural terrain. Obviously a terrain can exist in its own right and does not require attention (or, better, cultivation) until some human need is put to it. The extraordinary thing is that we do try to improve or cultivate a terrain to suit our purpose. The more fertile it is, the greater the variety of cultivation possible. We are helped by the positive shape and the predictable nature of the forming elements—earth, wind, sun and so on.

In short, to be fertile, the terrain must be interpretable.

There is a strong analogy here. If we accept a building as a terrain, we imply that we expect it to be cultivated. By anticipating the reciprocating actions of generations of users, we can bring a new concept of architecture’s work into play. Architects will have to devise incomplete buildings; such buildings will be supports for the variety of predictable and unpredictable fill brought to them by their inhabitants; together, such supports and fill will define the scope of possible human action. It is obvious that supports, like terrain, having positive features, will aid interpretability. Our imaginations will be provoked (evoked?) and developed. We will grow through our work! Rather like a pearl to a pearl, we will have to provide those carefully dimensioned and arranged features of a support that may result in good actions. I must emphasize that I am recommending an attitude contrary to current concepts of flexibility and change. Bland anonymity will not aid us (just as a landscape without landmarks disorients us); nor will mechanical ingenuity, which obsesses us by the very possibility of changes we may never make.

It seems to me that the first project initiated such a concept of terrain; the very ground itself—the sidewalk—was stretched up into the air. The floors themselves took positive shape: they had sheltered places as well as exposed ones—the distinctive ceiling heights began the interpretive business. Of course, the ceilings could be ignored if you chose to ignore them. Obviously, the large roof prohibited certain interpretations—for example, it precluded the total subdivision of the studio space. It was a deliberate gesture on the part of the architect which, like the rule that preserves Central Park, perpetuates a social condition from being eroded by expedience. (The “great space” in Robinson Hall, present home of the School of Design, has always been in jeopardy simply because a mezzanine could easily be inserted.)

The second extraordinary idea derives from the concept of features in a terrain. Steps have already been noted as features. In a hilly landscape, steps will begin to organize a network of movement. By the position of steps, ramps, elevators and walls we are able, through the induced network of movement, to pre-
The final project

It is from these imaginative and challenging premises that we have to look at the final about-to-be-built project. It is my opinion that the Building Committee from the School of Design has neutralized the provocative concept to one that is simply safe.

And it occurs to me that here is precisely the issue weakening our profession. For too long we have accepted a facile concept of efficiency that derives from the concept of “time-motion” studies. Such studies are blatantly intended to increase efficiency, production and profit. They have a good Puritan ring to them—eliminate waste—and they come well recommended by a Bauhaus ethic. But we have to develop a more literate sense of human association and relevance. Can we assume that the qualities distinguishing the associations of an academic community are understood? Surely they must be universal to every Harvard building. Yet some seem to be better at this trick of accommodation.

Can we do no better than to admit (as did the building program for the School of Design) that “students needs go beyond the mere provision of work areas and will require a plan organization that encourages the intangible but important opportunity for relaxation and communication with students and faculty of all departments.” What priggishness! What is so bad about working? Why is human association so “intangible”? Are we so inarticulate about our business? Surely architects have been building this very meaning for many years now! Here is the rub: do the authors of a building program, by their inability to articulate “intangible” qualities, prejudice the outcome of such a project? They set their requirements in such a fashion as to preclude any central place for “intangible” qualities in their program, yet hedge their bets by requiring the architect to provide them nonetheless.

In this situation, my great fear is that “intangible” qualities will not even be recognized when they do, in fact, appear. In the final project, for example, I notice how much more rigid the layout of the faculty and research office has become in relation to the studio spaces. I suspect that, in this instance, it will be the masters who will have private routes “behind the stairs.”

In the same way that departments are a useful administrative device, so too are categorized areas of a plan. Lounges, offices, workshops and studios too easily become a shorthand that presumes a series of conventional decisions. My objection to the phrase “mere provision of work space” is based on my regard for the sofas that quickly appear beside drafting tables in our studios in Toronto. It is difficult to define a sofa as a device for relaxation when some of the most intense work may be carried out on it! Old-fashioned kitchens would confound the categorist. Unlike the anthropometrically correct model derived from space-saving standards and “flow” studies, the old-fashioned model had a fantastic ability to absorb a great variety of action from cooks, children, visitors or pets. These places had true flexibility because they permitted us to alter our relationships with them, rather than making us alter our relationships physically.

Isolated Studios

In the first project the studios grew out of a harder-to-define thing like a street. Their cli-
mixes were the street at the bottom and the potential of the sky at the top; we would work between the two. Now, in the final project, the studios are isolated. At the bottom there is interrupted connection to an exhibition foyer; at the top, a wall.

On every studio level there is a wall protecting the faculty offices. It is there because of fire regulations. By meeting these requirements, an essential element of the building has been devalued, and the everyday relationship between faculty and students suffers. Obviously I do not propose unsafe buildings. I do, however, complain when the quality of life within a building is jeopardized, for unfortunately there are no building codes protecting us in this matter. The studios remain as the somewhat self-conscious manifestation of all that was brave in the first project. Inevitably, many sacrifices are made during the development of any project. It is my regret that, so often, the developments undermine the original concept, rather than enhance it. I believe we all suffer by our lack of ability to make tangible those "intangible" qualities of human association. If such qualities were given articulate and eloquent voice, we would gain common ground between all the parties and the committees who are responsible for the development of projects like this. Further, we would not have to depend alone on the objective and quantitative criteria which form a restricted common ground at this time.

At this time our profession will turn to this new home for the Harvard Graduate School of Design looking for a phoenix. The Beaux Arts is dissolved; student unhappiness is most evident throughout the world. At this critical time, a new school of design is to be made. In it the students, the teachers and the profession—not to mention the public—will look for connections between them that will illuminate their purpose and commitment. I sense that this potential is in the terrain of this remarkable project and, if so, successive generations of students, with their teachers, can develop (and perhaps eliminate) the dividing walls. In this manner, I hope the building will prove to be a fertile terrain for all generations rather than a specific terrain for one generation—as far too many buildings are today.

**FACTS AND FIGURES**


Building area: 160,000 sq. ft. Bid price: $6,025,000.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Carol Rankin.
It isn't really a Big Top at all; it is a thin slice of translucent, air-supported, vinyl-coated, glass fiber fabric, reinforced by steel cables. It is a wafer-thin membrane, covering an area the size of two football fields, and hovering above a more-or-less elliptical bowl excavated from the Japanese earth.

It is, of course, the U.S. Pavilion now nearing completion for Osaka's Expo 70. All around it are the usual architectural acrobatics—domes, space frames, hyperbolic paraboloids, giant inflated tea cozies, and Marxist-Leninist platitudes. In the midst of this extravagant mess, the U.S. Pavilion is likely to be upstaged.
a bit, despite its elegant Davis-Brody architecture, and the Chermayeff / Geismar / de Harak infra-structure, or exhibits. (The exhibit on U.S. architecture, by the way, was developed in cooperation with the Architectural Forum. We were also asked to help pick the designers, and we did.)

The architecture and the exhibit design at Osaka will be elegant; but when the historians of the Year 2,000 look back upon Expo 70, and upon whatever was significant about it, the chances are that this extraordinary wafer will be judged one of the few manifestations at Osaka that truly advanced the art of structure in the twentieth century.

One of the designers who will then be remembered, when the historians have handed down their judgments, is a young engineer called David Geiger. If the membrane stays up, it will be largely because of his extraordinarily inventive work.

Trinity College's 250-year-old library retains its exterior shell, but Architect Paul Koralek with Peter Ahrends and Richard Burton has completely modernized the interior. Balustrades of two new floors are visible (left) through the upper windows. The renovation separates tourist and student traffic, and also acts as a link to the new library (top right) also designed by Koralek. The renovation, too, leaves intact the beautiful 18th-century Long Room (right) which houses the ancient Book of Kells.
NEW SETTING FOR RARE BOOKS

The exterior shell of Trinity College's 18th-century library in Dublin is preserved around a modernized inner core.

BY NORMAN McGRATH

The heart of Ireland, of Dublin, and of Trinity College—Ireland's foremost university—is Trinity's 250-year-old library, designed by Thomas Burgh; it houses an invaluable collection of manuscripts and rare books dating from the founding of the university in 1591. The rarest manuscript in Ireland's history, the Celtic illuminated Book of Kells of 800 A.D. is found here. The library, too, shares with England's Oxford and Cambridge Universities the unique privilege of receiving a free copy of every book published in the Republic and in the United Kingdom.

The Trinity College Library draws thousands of visitors each year to view the Book of Kells, and the university itself is rapidly expanding. To handle the influx of both students and tourists, the university decided to expand and modernize its library facilities. A new library, the result of an international competition (photo, top right and Oct. '67 issue), was completed in the summer of 1967. Designed by Paul Koralck (with Peter Ahrends and Richard Burton), this building is certainly one of the best works of modern architecture in Ireland.

Koralck's firm was chosen, too, to renovate the interior of the

Mr. McGrath, a photographer and trained engineer, returned to Trinity College where he had been a student, to photograph and record his impressions of the library's new interior. He is the son of one of Ireland's first modern architects, Raymond McGrath.
East Pavilion, or wing, of the old library building. With the increase of visitors to the library, the university wanted to plan an interior in which the two functions, tourist and student, would be separate. They wanted, also, to make a link between the old building and the new.

Without sacrificing his own contemporary approach, and without touching the exterior of the old library, Koralek resolved both problems. He has created controlled access to a visitors' reception area and to the beautiful two-story, 18th-century Long Room (right) where the Book of Kells is on display; and he has created separate access for students (from a tunnel connecting the old and new buildings) to the Department of Rare Books above the reception area.

As the visitor enters the East Pavilion from the forecourt, he finds himself in a high-ceilinged reception area with glass-fronted black counters and freestanding black display cases for publications and slides. On the rear wall hang black panels for display of reproductions, etc. These black surfaces contrast strongly with the otherwise simple white interior, and with the magnificent classic windows.

Beyond the reception area, a wide concrete stair (plans right and photo left) takes the visitor to the second floor and to the main entrance to the Long Room. The former entrance, located at the other end of the room, is now used as an exit, to control visitors' traffic.

The second floor itself, in the East Pavilion, retains the original carved wooden bookcases filled with rare books that occupied the same place in the library before restoration. This remnant of the old becomes a visual link to the Long Room for the visitor.

The Department of Rare Books occupies the top three floors of the library. The boldest feature of Koralek's design, a two-part concrete shaft enclosing stairs and an elevator (left, beyond visitors' stair), provides controlled access to these floors which are not open to the pub-
lie. Only privileged students and staff can enter the department, passing first through a turnstile and control point at the main floor level. Both stairway and elevator bypass the second floor and visitors' staircase.

The concrete shaft rises dramatically through the double-height space at the northwest corner of the reception area, and thrusts past openings on the upper three floors, penetrating all the way to the attic. These openings permit view to the attic (photo, top left) where parchment-covered volumes of enormous size nestle between roof trusses.

The only problem arising from the placement of the shaft is noise transmission; to solve this, the openings were glazed with plexiglass, thus blocking out the sound while still preserving the visual effect.

Above the third floor reading area Koralek has suspended two additional floors from steel roof trusses, thus avoiding junctions at mid-window height. Small reading areas and work spaces are provided adjacent to the bookstacks on these floors. Each floor is encircled by a white-painted balustrade (photos, left and right); both balustrades are visible through the upper windows of the west facade from the forecourt (see page 70).

Everywhere Koralek has maintained a careful attention to detail: light fixtures on the rounded end of the stair shaft punctuate each floor level; anti-glare baffles on the neon light fixtures illuminate many of the bookstack areas; and a beautiful stained glass window (photo opposite) camouflages one of the original windows which would otherwise have caused an awkward break in the wall plane.

The two top floors are suspended from steel roof trusses, between which stand rare parchment-covered volumes (top left). These floors, with their white balustrades (bottom left and right), overlook the main reading area on the third floor.

FOOTNOTE

STAR—The gentleman perched on what appears to be a concrete ship is the French Painter Georges Mathieu, and he is actually sitting on the window-sill of a transformer factory he has designed. The plan of the factory is shaped like a seven-pointed star, and Mathieu explains that the building combines "beauty of design with practical amounts of functionality." Photo: Paris Match.

FOOTNOTE CONT'D

election year. Board members voted unanimously, though in absentia, out on the hustings.

• More than a year ago, a team headed by Engineer William Mouton Jr., and including Architect Philip Johnson, submitted the proposal (top right) for a U.S. Pavilion at Osaka's Expo '70. A committee organized by the U.S. Information Agency rejected the Mouton-Johnson scheme (see Oct. '68 issue).

Last month, the same project cropped up once again—same architect, albeit with a new structural engineer: Lev Zetlin & Associates, and this time at Niagara Falls, N.Y., about 7,000 [flying] miles from Osaka. It also has a different (though generally related) purpose: the great, vaulted hall (above right) is to serve as the main arena of the $18-mill. Rainbow Convention Center. Japan's loss will be our gain.

TURNABOUTS

KING LEAR STEAMS AHEAD

Out in the sands of Nevada is a 3,600-acre wonderland, called Learville, where impossible dreams come true. Overseeing this land is Mastermind William P. Lear, creator of the Lear jet and of 135 inventions that have helped shape the development of electronics and aeronautics.

His latest project is the smogless Learmobile and the larger Lear coach. (Wm. P. believes in signing his chefs d'oeuvres—"If it is good, shouldn't I be proud of it?") Both the Learmobile and the Lear coach will be steam-propelled.

Fire from kerosene burners will maintain a constant flame; steam will come from a superdense water called (hold on!) Learium. The steam will drive a turbine, the turbine a generator, and the generator will supply electricity to individual motors on each wheel. The steam will condense and be recycled as Learium once again.

Lear has spent over $4 million of his own money (he is worth over $200 million), and will continue to shell out about $250,000 a week until the vehicles are roll-

ing off production lines, hopefully early next year.

San Francisco County has agreed to purchase a Lear coach and the California Highway Patrol will buy a Learmobile.

Anyway, our bet is that Lear, who has the guts to name his daughter Shanda, and who has been cited by President Nixon as an "authentic genius," cannot fail to make the Learmobile a household item.

DYING FOR ITS SINS?

After 30 years in charge of MIT's Instrumentation Laboratory, where over $54 million a year is spent on defense (mainly weapons) research for the Pentagon, Dr. Charles Stark Draper is to be replaced by Charles Miller, head of MIT's civil engineering department and of the two-year-old Urban Systems Laboratory. The I Lab, plus the communications-and-radar Lincoln Laboratory ($68 million a year), will then, as of January 1, concentrate on environmental problems and urban research—pollution control, housing, community development, and transportation—instead of projects like the inertial guidance systems for submarines (SINS) that made the I Lab Number One in defense research under Draper.

Draper is not leaving quietly—he is bitter. But the students and faculty who initiated the move to "peaceful" research are even less quiet. Sporadic, but intense, protests have been breaking out on the MIT campus (below), mainly over the "slow pace" of conversion of the lab, and because of a letter some student radicals stole which they said proved the I Lab's demise to be a fraud.

The changeover is, in fact, to undergo a seven-month trial period under Miller's guidance, and none of the previous commitments to the Pentagon, including the MIRV, will be dropped. The 1,900-man staff of the lab is mainly trained in defense research and will have to be retrained or replaced. Talks with government agencies and foundations lead Miller to be-
lieve that MIT will not lack for projects. And, the lab will be renamed the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, and Draper himself will continue to participate in the lab's activities as senior advisor on space and defense (not weapons) projects.

**UPS & DOWNS**

**CUT-RATE PARTHENON**

A lot of people used to think and say that the traditional radiator-front of the Rolls-Royce was, in essence, the Parthenon of Industrial Design—and we agree. Indeed, that flat, classical, smoothly porcelain-plated facade (below) even makes the almost-as-classic Mercedes radiator look like a screened porch.

Last month, as it must to all symbols of the British Empire; the architectural masterpiece of the traditional grille black also.

**MORTGAGES AND TOOTHPASTE**

Rising over San Francisco's waterfront is the first office tower of Embarcadero Center (above). The developers are Trammell Crow of Dallas; John Portman of Atlanta (architect, planner, and managing partner); and David Rockefeller of New York. Eventually, the view from this tower will resemble the drawing (above, right), looking out over the center, the elevated Embarcadero Freeway, and the landmark Ferry Building, toward the Bay.

But Phase Two of the project has already run into snags. Construction of the $25-million "Rocky West" hotel (right background), which was to have been built in January, may be delayed because of tight money and "toothpaste."

High interest rates have made financing much more difficult than it was a year and a half ago when the partners took out a $36-million loan from Metropolitan Life. "Toothpaste" is Portman's word for the surprisingly spongy land at the foot of Market Street—bay-fill from over a century ago—that will require 120-ft.-long pilings to anchor the hotel.

So the group has economized by pushing up the number of hotel rooms, and cutting out an access to the subway and 50 subsurface parking stalls.

Speculative builders with less weight than David Rockefeller have, of course, made the same discovery: try to buy some money these days and the ground turns to toothpaste underfoot.

**LINCOLN CENTER FINALE**

The Juilliard School in New York City has acquired a home equal to its burgeoning activities and, in some ways at least, equal to its reputation. An astonishing number of the artists who appear nightly throughout Lincoln Center were trained at Juilliard, and the school appropriately completes that monumental complex for the performing arts.

Opening night, black tie ceremonies included a nationally televised, 90-minute concert featuring Juilliard alumni as soloists (host Leonard Bernstein evoked the Socratic ideal, in which "teachers learn and students teach"); and a spontaneous and rehearsed drama in which Mrs. Richard M. Nixon, daughter Julie, and son-in-law David Eisenhower got stuck in an elevator to the consternation of the Secret Service.

The building (below)—designed by Pietro Belluschi, in association with Eduardo Catalano and Helge Westermann—includes six performance halls: the 1,100-seat Alice Tully Hall (whose acoustics are universally praised); a Lincoln Center facility (1,060 seats); the Juilliard Theater (961 seats); the Paul Recital Hall (277 seats); the experimental Drama Workshop (277 seats); and an Opera Theater (which may not open to the public until the fall of 1970).

And as if that were not impressive enough, the stage of the Opera Theater alone is larger than the stage at the New York State Theater by Philip Johnson, across the way.

Though separated from the rest of the center by a cross-town street, the architecture of the building provides no marked generation gap with its neighbors. But the student body quickly introduced an atmosphere of academe into the somewhat staid environs. Two weeks after the school opened in October, students were performing in the plaza in support of the Vietnam Moratorium.
MAIN STREET, U.S.A.

Like the dermatologist who scrapes away new wrinkles to revive an old luster, two designers and a Community Design Committee are slowly changing the face of downtown Medina, Ohio (population: 8,235).

Elmer Zarney, Ken Lipstreu, and the committee encouraged Ziegler's department store (above) to strip away its "modernized" front and the arched brows of its canopy. Under it all were some more arched brows, but these were High Victorian Italianate and very elegant (top right). The new canopy simply reflects the cornice.

Two shops down the street, Longacre & Son were tearing down their sign so they could put up a new one, when they discovered their long-forgotten, original marker, set in Tiffany glass (right). At Zarney's recommendation, they kept it.

Six other stores have been, or are being renovated with the help of the committee: a creative street-lighting plan has been presented to the city council; shade trees, sign ordinances, and consolidation of state highway signs have been discussed; and an inventory of old houses has been taken with a view toward preserving some of them as local historical landmarks.

Young Zarney is somewhat defensive about Medina's Victoriana ("We're not trying to turn the clock backwards"). But as fashion designers will attest, the new is really the old revived, and the good goes on forever.

MIES MEMORIAL

Some 300 friends of the late Ludwig Mies van der Rohe gathered in Crown Hall, Mies' masterpiece on the IIT campus, on Saturday, October 25, to honor his memory. It was a joyous occasion, a celebration of a long and enormously productive life, and attended by men and women who had come from all over the world to celebrate. The day was clear and sunny, and made even more pleasant by a delightfully anecdotal talk about the great man by Museum Director James Johnson Sweeney (below, with Mies' grandson, Dirk Lohan). There was a beautiful and solemn rendition by Cellist Janos Starker of two Bach suites, and that was it.

There was no sadness; in the city of Chicago, newly built or being built to a great part in the image of Mies, one recalled the inscription on Sir Christopher Wren's tomb in St. Paul's, addressed to visitors to that great cathedral: "If you seek his monument, look around you."

FOR ANGLOPHILES

The proposed Paul Mellon Center for British Art and British Studies at Yale University will be designed by a former faculty alumnaus, Architect Louis I. Kahn. A $1-million gift of Pittsburgh Philanthropist Paul Mellon, the center will house his collection of British painting, drawing, and rare books, and is described by Yale as "the most comprehensive center of British culture outside the British Isles."

Perhaps the least comprehensive dedication speech ever, anywhere, was made by Britain's Prince Philip while officiating in a drenching rain at the opening of a City Hall annex in Vancouver, British Columbia. Said the Prince: "It gives me great pleasure to declare this thing open—whatever it is."

Lord Llewellyn-Davies, who is planning a new town near Syracuse, N.Y., for the New York State Urban Development Corp. (Sept. issue, page 32), has reigned his post as professor of architecture at London's University College to head up a new School of Environmental Studies.

The object is to expand the education of prospective architects and planners to include such subjects as environmental engineering and the economics of urban development. "There are a number of schools of environmental planning," says Lord Llewellyn-Davies, "but they are generally just assemblies of autonomous departments. We intend to do away with these old professional boundaries. There's nothing like it, even in America."

• Most intriguing match of the month: Ronald J. Herron, one of the six British architects who formed the Archigram group and designed "plug-in" cities thought far-out by the squares, has become director of urban design for the Los Angeles firm of William L. Pereira & Associates.

HONORS AND ELEVATIONS

• Daniel Patrick Moynihan, President Nixon's advisor on urban affairs, got an Executive vote of confidence last month with elevation to Cabinet rank. He will share the title of Counselor to the President, formerly held by Arthur F. Burns, with Bryce Harlow, the President's former Congressional liaison. Burns moves on to head the Federal Reserve Board.

Moynihan will be the Administration's urban thinker, providing "long-range vision" and "innovation," according to the official language, while John D. Ehrlichman, the President's former counsel, will oversee the development of specific policy and programs in the newly created post of assistant to the President for domestic affairs.

• Architect Ralph Walker (above), of New York City, was named last month a Member Emeritus of the AIA, marking both his 80th birthday and the golden anniversary of his entry into the architectural profession.

PEOPLE
Just at this moment in time I feel that I know quite a lot about the diction of city planning. The “Master Plan” or “Comprehensive Plan” for New York City is about to be published, which means that, as an appointed member of the planning commission, I have, during the past two years, had the privilege and duty of reading through some thousands of pages of manuscript drafted by professional planners in various sections of this monumental document. The Plan will be bound in six volumes containing some 450,000 words to be issued separately over the next eight months.

This is the first modern master plan for the city of New York, following in the distant wake of Peter Stuyvesant’s Nieuw Amsterdam layout and the gridiron street solution. The new plan has taken some 32 years to produce, although it was one of the early charges to the planning commission by Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia in 1938 when the commission was first brought into being. The commission at that time was also given two other immense, continuing jobs to get done every year, which probably helped to cool the burning desire for a master plan. The first task was the administration of the oldest but not least complicated zoning provision of any major American City, and the second the preparation of the yearly capital budget for the mayor, which recently has been approaching a billion dollars annually.

Another reason for the delay may be the gingerly approach of most city planners to prose composition. City planners are among the pleasantest, most decent, wittiest, and warmest people I’ve known, and almost all of them are winning speakers. But when they write it down, they disappear. After you’ve read a few thousand words of their writing you begin to forget what they look like. They’ve vanished, leaving no footprints behind in the prose. You’re left alone, in a tent of paper. Here is an unpublished example of what I mean: “If findings support the contention, it is suggested that the possibility of voluntary supported, fee charging service for both functions be explored.”

The real reason no master plan appeared during the commission’s first 32 years may have been the presence on the political and planning scene of that great city-shaper Robert Moses, who prevailed completely in the 1930s, 1940s, 1950s and the early half of the 1960s. The mighty Moses is said to have preferred to wear his private master plan for New York in the lining of his hat, where it could easily be adjusted to the exigencies of political reality.

But the hat is off now. Finally New York City, the largest city in the United States—and, in a manner of speaking, its common-law capital city—will have a master plan.
ERRATUM

Illustrations on pages 84 and 86 were transposed in error.
Permanent Resident at the Marriott... Split Block of Medusa White.

Split block of Medusa White assures walls of ageless distinction... walls that are attractive to Marriott guests. These handsome, soft textured concrete units capture light and shadows for a variety of changing effects. They are economical and fireproof.

The true white color of Medusa White Portland Cement also assures more accurate results when color pigments are used (see samples at left).

Whatever or wherever your building project... consider split block walls of Medusa White for greater beauty and economy. Write for brochure. Medusa Portland Cement Company, P.O. Box 5668, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.


MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
White and Gray Portland Cements • White, Gray and Custom Color Masonry Cements • "CR-85 Series" ChemCem® Cement
The more tufts per square inch, the longer the wear. And "Typar" primary backing makes the tightest gauge carpets—1/10" to 5/64"—possible. That's because its random structure of continuous filament fibers lets a mill turn out any number of tufts per square inch desired. And carpet strength increases as tufts per square inch increase.

"Typar" holds each tuft tighter, too, because it forms a reinforcing collar around each tuft. Each tuft stays where it's put. Pattern definition is sharper. Tuft uniformity is better. Tuft rows are straighter. Geometrics and printed patterns stay precise.


For a free booklet on "Typar", write:
Du Pont, Textile Fibers Department, Room "T", 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood, Pa. 19096.
"Typar"—the preferred primary backing.

Better things for better living
...through chemistry

*Du Pont registered trademark.
The J-M Townsend™ Shingle. Made to be noticed, not stared at.

The Johns-Manville Townsend Shingle complements any design, without competing with it. Townsend's unique shape, together with random application, forms a gracefully 'unplanned' textured surface. (No more rows of straight-line shingles marching across the rooftop.) Giant surface granules and a heavy shadowline add a matchless depth. And Townsend's colors are tastefully muted.

But appearance is only part of the story. The Townsend Shingle has a Class A fire rating. And its fiber glass and asbestos reinforcement helps it far outlast ordinary premium shingles.

For more information on the shingle that will never fight the design, write Johns-Manville, Box 230-BA, New York, N.Y. 10016. Cable: Johnmanvil. JM

Johns-Manville
Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis (Jan./Feb. issue) will be "carried into a climate-controlled environment," says Architect Philip Johnson who, with John Burgee, and with Edward F. Baker Associates of Minneapolis, has designed a huge new complex covering a full block adjacent to the mall. The complex will be dominated by a 51-story crystalline office tower for Investors Diversified Services; the tower will be sheathed in tinted glass, and an eight-story office annex will be attached to it. The two buildings will be serviced by 30 elevators.

The IDS Center will also include a 19-story hotel and bank building (the bank occupying the first three floors) at the corner of Marquette and 7th, a two-story Woolworth building at Nicollet and 7th, a theater, restaurants, and underground parking. Four "skyways" will connect the complex to adjacent blocks. In the center of the complex will be the "Crystal Court." It will be roofed over with faceted glass pyramiding upward from the second story of the retail store to the seventh floor of the tower. The court will be ringed by two levels for shopping; the upper level will overlook the court's fountains and "gardens." A third level underneath will be a shoppers' concourse.
Ceco Steelform experience permits creativity with standardization

The two are compatible. Monolithic reinforced concrete joist construction offers incomparable design flexibility. Ceco Steelform experience delivers the economies of standardization in translating architects' design concepts into beautiful buildings.

Ceco forming services, utilizing standard Steelforms, have helped the construction industry create the architectural works of professional designers for nearly 60 years. Thousands of landmark buildings have used Ceco's standard forms to get the job done creatively. One of hundreds of current examples: Chicago's new Time & Life Building shown here under construction. Two earlier examples (among thousands): The Tribune Tower (1925) and the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel (1928), standing proudly in the background to illustrate the test of time.

Ceco covers the nation—the largest company in the concrete floor and roof forming field. Ceco Steelform Service crews are specialists, with the know-how to follow through on your design and coordinate with other trades on the job. You get a firm quotation—a guaranteed in-place cost for forming, including labor, forms, lumber costs and insurance.

Ceco can also help you with rebars, steel joists, steel doors, steel or aluminum windows, custom curtainwalls, metal lathing products and other building components. For information, write: The Ceco Corporation, general offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60650.
In 1968, the New York State Legislature created the United Nations Development Corporation with powers to approve a plan for the U.N. district, and to acquire property to implement that plan. A first proposal by Architects Kevin Roche, John Dinkeloo Associates (June '68 issue) has been supplanted with another unveiled last month.

In the same two-block area immediately to the west of the General Assembly building, between 43rd and 45th Streets and First and Second Avenues, will rise four buildings—one will be an apartment-hotel; the other three will be used for office space for the U.N. and related international organizations. These three towers, each 40 stories high, will splay out from a 40-story glass-enclosed, domed “arcade” which will have some balconies connecting upper floors of the three structures. All three towers will be sheathed in a mirror-like glass reflecting nearby buildings.

A rotunda at the base of the glassed-in arcade will lead to three levels, all devoted primarily to visitors’ facilities. The topmost level will enclose a park with trees and a swimming pool.

Acquisition of the land should begin in late 1970; construction of the $300-million center will begin in 1972.
Glaverbel Grey.
Blocks Out Everything But the View.

Makes the inside of a building feel as good as the outside looks.

Glaverbel

For further information, contact:
GLAVERBEL (USA) INC., EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, 350 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001
Hot water — 60 cups per hour — for coffee, tea, or instant soups. Turns a Halsey Taylor water cooler into a complete refreshment center. Eliminates the hazard and mess of hot plates — or time-wasting “off-the-premises” coffee breaks.

Capacity — 60 cups per hour of 180° to 145° water — or 10 cups rapid draw — from gooseneck, lever-operated cup filler.

Available as — a factory-installed accessory on Halsey Taylor wall-mount cooler WM-14-CB, and floor-standing coolers SC-14-CB, WT-14-CB, and compartment type model CP-3-CB.
Versatile Electric Heating/Cooling System Provides Economical Operation, Comfortable Environment in New Bank

The American Bank in Galveston, Texas, features an exterior of Mexican brick and graceful arches of steel tubing painted white.

PROJECT: The American Bank, Galveston, Texas.

DESIGN CHARGE: To design a modern bank with a large public lobby, six teller stations, a board room, vault, general and private offices, a snack lounge, bookkeeping facilities and storage areas.

DESIGN RESPONSE: Architects Wahlberg and Morales designed a modern two-story structure of dipped white Mexican brick with graceful arches of steel tubing painted white to provide a feeling of Spanish architecture in keeping with the historical traditions of Galveston. Two drive-in teller stations are located on the south side of the building and a third is located on the west side. Parking is at the rear.

The spacious interior has a two-story public banking area finished in white brick and plaster. The president's office, a conference room, six teller stations, and a customer/employee snack lounge equipped with a coffee bar, are all located on the ground level. The mezzanine, designed to meet future expansion of office space, is currently being used by the bookkeeping department. All of the carved oak doors, teller counters, and check-writing stands came from old buildings in Galveston or New Orleans.

The bank is conditioned by an electric system using two packaged electric air conditioning units mounted on the roof and two air handling systems, both located on the mezzanine. One serves the banking area, the other the mezzanine. Each unit is equipped with strip heaters and direct-expansion coils and each is controlled by a separate humidistat and thermostat with automatic switchover from heating to cooling and vice versa.

Engineer Joe E. Lee says that the strip heaters can be used for the reheat and humidity control so essential in the Gulf Coast region. He also says that the electric system has proved to be far more economical to operate than originally estimated "even with all that glass area."
1 CATEGORY OF STRUCTURE:
Commercial—Bank Building

2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Area: 8,400 sq ft
Volume: 98,000 cu ft
Number of floors: two
Number of occupants: 30 plus patrons
Number of rooms: 14
Types of rooms: 6 teller stations, banking lobby, private and general offices, conference room, drive-in windows, lounge area, storage area, vault

3 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
Glass: single
Exterior walls: solar glass and double brick (R=2) steel frame, gypsum board on metal studs; U-factor: 0.39
Roof and ceilings: built-up on roof 2 1/2" lightweight concrete (R=4) over metal deck, suspended acoustical tile; U-factor: 0.17
Floors: concrete slab, with tile and vinyl
Gross exposed wall area: 5,880 sq ft
Glass area: 2,310 sq ft

4 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CONDITIONS:
Heating:
Heat loss Btu/h: 400,000
Normal degree days: 1,211
Ventilation requirements: 3,100 cfm
Design conditions: 25F outdoors; 72F indoors
Cooling:
Heat gain Btu/h: 390,000
Ventilation requirements: 3,100 cfm
Design conditions: 95F dbt, 80F wbt outdoors; 75F, 50% rh indoors

5 LIGHTING:
Levels in footcandles: 20-100
Levels in watts/sq ft: 1-5
Type: fluorescent and incandescent

6 HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM:
The bank is conditioned by an electric system using two packaged electric air conditioning units mounted on the roof and two air handling systems located on the mezzanine. One serves the banking area, the other the mezzanine. Each unit is equipped with strip heaters and direct-expansion coils and each is controlled by a separate humidistat and thermostat with automatic switchover from heating to cooling and vice versa.

7 ELECTRICAL SERVICE:
Type: underground
Voltage: 265/460v, 3 phase, 4 wire
Metering: secondary

8 CONNECTED LOADS:
Heating & Cooling (35 tons) 160 kw
Lighting 35 kw
Cooking 2 kw
Water Heating 9 kw
TOTAL 206 kw

9 INSTALLED COST:
General Work $70,000 $8.35/sq ft
Electrical 16,800 2.00/sq ft
Mechanical 22,500 2.70/sq ft
Plumbing 7,500 .90/sq ft
TOTALS $116,800 $13.95/sq ft
*Building was completed 10/65

10 HOURS AND METHODS OF OPERATION:
The bank is occupied 5 1/2 days per week.

11 OPERATING COST:
Period: January 1968 through December 1968
Actual degree days: 1,455
Actual kwh: 299,232*
Actual cost: $3,889.98*
Avg. cost per kwh: 1.33 cents*
*For total electrical usage

12 FEATURES:
The strip heaters are used for reheat and humidity control, an important advantage in the Gulf Coast region.

13 REASONS FOR INSTALLING ELECTRIC HEAT:
The designers recommended an electric heating-cooling system for the following reasons: the system offered zone control, flexibility of design, and maximum utilization of floor space. In addition, the electric system permits the lower level to be on heating while the upper level is on cooling to provide maximum indoor comfort the year around.

14 PERSONNEL:
Owner: The American Bank
Architects: Paul S. Wahlberg and Richard V. Morales
Consulting Engineers: Joe E. Lee & Associates
General Contractor: Tex Thornton & Associates
Electrical Contractor: Pfeiffer Elec. Co.
Utility: Houston Lighting & Power Company

15 PREPARED BY:
Jack M. Cobb, Manager, Sales Promotion and Research, Houston Lighting & Power Company.

16 VERIFIED BY:
Richard V. Morales, Architect
Joe E. Lee, P.E.
What's going on in there is one of our business.

And our business is air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration. Here at the new Holiday Inn at Valley Forge, for example, it's our versatile Newport III that's hard at the job of heating and cooling. 320 Model ISC-9 Newports conveniently turn the temperature up and down throughout this totally modern sleep and eat complex. 312 guest rooms, two banquet halls, two suites for private parties, a sizable dining room, and a bar, are effectively, economically, and gracefully served by these sleek all-climate centers. Anodized aluminum louvers blend in with any decor. These self-contained, all-electric, air-cooled performers eliminate the need for bulky, space-consuming equipment such as boilers, chillers, and cooling towers. And this benefit adds another one by sharply reducing installation costs. Individual room control allows for more efficient control of equipment and power usage, plus giving guests the advantage of individual temperature control. And, Newport III is easy to get along with, working equally well with hot water (up to 24.6 MBH), Steam (up to 26.8 MBH), or electric heating (up to 5.0 KW).

Don't be blind to the possibilities of Newport. One look and it's usually curtains for competition.

Dunham-Bush, Inc., West Hartford, Conn.
06110 Ontario, Canada • Portsmouth, England.
chicago high-rise shapes trend to access floors

A new concept comes of age, as more and more architects cease to think of access flooring solely in terms of special-purpose applications.
Typical of the growing trend toward access floor systems in general construction is this new office building designed for the American Hospital Association by Chicago architect, Richard O. Evans of Schmidt, Garden & Erikson.

The building is planned for nineteen stories, of which twelve are now completed and occupied. So far, a total of 128,300 square feet of free-access Weberfloor has been used in the first twelve stories, and about 90% of this is carpeted. Installed cost of the floor was less than $2.00 per square foot (not including floor covering) but it was felt the cost was easily justified by direct savings in construction and by future savings in the building’s maintenance and use.

Generally the decision to use an access floor system begins paying off early in the structural phase. For example you can pour a floor slab as soon as the formwork and reinforcing has been installed. There’s no waiting for mechanicals, because these are added later on top of the concrete. And if design time is limited, the use of Weberfloor can postpone the need for planning the location of electrical and mechanical services while other work progresses independently.

Notice too that no raceways or headers are required, and since the floor pedestals are readily adjustable for height, power troweling and other floor finishing costs are often eliminated altogether. In many areas, where local codes permit the use of the underfloor cavity as an active air plenum, Weberfloor can affect dramatic savings in the elimination of air distribution ducts.

But perhaps the single reason most often cited for adopting the Weberfloor concept is unlimited freedom to meet changing requirements with maximum ease and economy. New service outlets can be quickly tapped in virtually anywhere in the building without digging costly trenches or making core drillings in the concrete.

Write for free booklet. These are only a few of the major advantages and cost savings that have captured the curiosity and interest of architects everywhere. A new booklet has been published on the use of free-access Weberfloor and the impact of this new concept on contemporary architecture. A copy will be sent by return mail on request to Weber Architectural Products Division of Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., 1340 Monroe Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502.
DOORS/WINDOWS 601

Catalog includes technical information on LOF glass; includes VariTran (TR) and Vigilipane (TPA A 68). Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 102.


12-pg Performance Data booklet gives data, applications, performance, cost, installation and glazing recommendations for Heated Window units. PPG Industries, Inc. On Reader's Service Card, circle 104.

Plexiglas in Architecture-24-pg full color catalog shows full range of architectural uses for acrylic sheet: glazing, fascia, sunscreens, domes. Rohm & Haas Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 105.


ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 602
Master Time Systems

Communications

FLOORING 603

FLOOR COVERING 604


12-pg full color brochure on outdoor carpeting, includes applications, cleanability, quality standards program. Monsanto Co., Textile Div. On Reader's Service Card, circle 112.

FURNISHINGS 605
8-pg color sampler illustrating the wide selection of decorator hues available for GF office furniture. General Fireproofing Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 113.

COSTS 606
16 pgs of catalog and special information on LCN Door Closers, includes surface mounted, overhead concealed and floor models. LCN Closers. On Reader's Service Card, circle 114.


HEATING/AIR CONDITIONING 607
"Instant Warming." 4-pg brochure on fan coil air conditioning. Carrier Air Conditioning Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 117.


INSULATION/ACOUSTICAL 608
4-pg "Sound Control" brochure describes and illustrates Eckel's various acoustical products. Eckel Industries, Inc. On Reader's Service Card, circle 119.

LIGHTING 610
New folder of prismatic lighting design elements for interior illumination now available to architects and specifiers. Complete set of photometric and mechanical design data. Plaskolite, Inc. On Reader's Service Card, circle 120.

MASTERY 611
Stonehenge architectural panels; cultured stone materials for inside or outside, 6-pg brochure has pertinent data, full size color sample to show deep relief surface. Johns-Manville Corp. On Reader's Service Card, circle 121.

Permanent Concrete Exterior Units Brochure, 24-pg, color, shows 41 precast panel instructions. Medusa Portland Cement Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 122.

COATINGS/SEALANTS 614
12-pg color catalog shows how Desco's surface coatings may be adapted to architectural requirements of virtually any building. Desco Div. MacNaughton-Brooks Prods., Ltd. On Reader's Service Card, circle 123.

New 4-pg brochure features Thiokol's Seal of Security, tells how to specify Thiokol's Tested and Approved Poly-Sulfide Base Sealants. Thiokol Chemical Corp. On Reader's Service Card, circle 124.

PLUMBING EQUIPMENT 615


32-pg color catalog #168; drinking fountains, water coolers—includes specs, drawings. Haws Drinking Faucet Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 127.

1969 32-pg color catalog illustrates electric water coolers, drinking fountains, accessories; incorporates drawings for units. The Halsey W. Taylor Co. On Reader's Service Card, circle 128.

ROOFING/SIDING 616
8-pg 2-color brochure on seamless Terne roofing contains standard and seam specs. Illustrated. Ferrandino Steel Corp. On Reader's Service Card, circle 129.

WALLS/Ceilings/Partitions 618
"10 Architects Separate Space With Glass." Beautiful 12-pg full color brochure illustrating various glass wall designs, types. American Saint Gobain Corp. On Reader's Service Card, circle 130.
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Rehabilitation Center
Buffalo State Hospital
Buffalo, New York

Rendering by Brian Burr

Architects: Milstein, Wittek, Davis & Hamilton
Buffalo, New York

A project of the New York State Health and Mental Hygiene
Facilities Improvement Corporation for the New York State
Department of Mental Hygiene
THE LOGIC OF ITS USE.

The reasons for specifying TCS (Terne-Coated 304 Stainless Steel) can be even more various than the many advantages which are inherent in this superbly functional material.

In the case of the Buffalo State Hospital Rehabilitation Center, the architects were primarily motivated by the fact that TCS weathers naturally to a uniform dark gray, and that it is resistant to corrosive attack under even the most severe atmospheric exposure.

Your own problems may well be different, but TCS provides equally cogent solutions in virtually every situation involving either roofing or weathersealing.

May we send you the substantiating evidence?

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA
Get your doors ready for action
with LCN Smoothee® surface-mounted door closers. "Smoothees" are famed for the flawless door control they provide...for their simple good looks...for the way you can count on them for year-in, year-out, trouble-free, attention-free service. Look them up in Sweet's—or write: LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois 61356.
new Vari-Tran™/Golden

...reflective glass. A beautiful new way to achieve aesthetic effects while effectively controlling solar radiation. Get the data on Vari-Tran, now in three golden as well as three silvery reflective coatings. It is available fabricated into Thermopane® insulating glass units, or in laminated form, for better solar heat and daylight control. Write Architectural Construction Department, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624
A completely new Norton Closer, incorporating all the desirable features suggested by architects.

Contemporary, narrow-projection styling to meet the needs of today's architecture ... today's decor.

With covers; in anodized bronze, brass or clear aluminum; in 67 exotic and native woodgrains for on-the-job finishing; plus all other popular finishes.

For fine-tuning its power to the environment, a plus or minus 25 percent spring power adjustment.

For exact control despite traffic abuse, a new rack-and-pinion design and adjustable-backcheck protection for all types of mounting.

For easy application, non-handed installation.

Just specify regular arm, parallel arm, or top-jamb mounting.

A new Norton closer, designed for today's architecture.